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Final report 
 

“Big Data is less about data that is big than it is about a capacity to search, aggregate, 
and cross-reference large data sets. We define Big Data as a cultural, technological, and 
scholarly phenomenon.” (boyd & Crawford, 2012: 663) 

 
Introduction: Interest of soft data for ESPON 
 

In this report we propose to use the term of “soft data” instead of big data or open data1. The 
soft data can be defined in a very general way as information freely available on the Internet, 
not controlled by a public administration but subject to property rights of public or private 
actors. These data are public (that is to say visible) but not necessarily open, they can be big 
or small depending on the provider or the topic, and they are generally social, yet not only. 
This category is more suitable in the context of this project because it makes very clear the 
difference with official “hard data” usually employed in the ESPON programme.  
The general objectives of the ESPON programme have been historically fulfilled since 2002 
by the collection, transformation, analysis and interpretation of what can be termed as “hard” 
data i.e. official statistics and more generally authorative data produced by public 
administration at various levels (local, urban, regional, national, European). This data has 
been carefully harmonised and stored in the ESPON Database, submitted to various checks, 
completed by estimation of missing values and metadata. This data represents an exceptional 
added value for people interested in regional policy and territorial cohesion, as demonstrated 
by the ESPON projects realized under priority 1 and 2, or the tools developed under priority 
3. Nevertheless, the discussion in the last ESPON seminars has revealed some important 
shortcomings or frustrations that can be briefly summarized as follow: 

! Too long delay of publication: official data are subject to a long technical and 
sometimes political process of harmonization and validation. Typical examples of that 
are GDP figures that are typically not definitively fixed before a minimum delay of 
app. 3 years, as well as data derived from census that are only revaluated every 5 or 
10 years.  

! Insufficient coverage of some topics of interest for territorial cohesion: the level of 
unemployment is an objective measure of social and economic situation, but it does 
not tell us what is  – for example – the feeling of citizens regarding the effect of the 
crisis in their daily life. A lot of topics regarding attractiveness of places, potential 
mobility of people, perception of EU actions, … are not easier to catch with territorial 
data. These topics are covered by large surveys but with a low spatial resolution 
(countries), making difficult to apply them to question regions and cities.  

! The focus of official statistics on count data related to NUTS units rather than urban 
data and network data is another major problem for ESPON, despite important efforts 
made to harmonised urban delineation (LUZ, UMZ) and populate urban data with 
new information derived from grids and LAU2. Moreover, very few information is 
currently available about flows and networks relating cities and regions, despite the 
fact that everybody agrees on the importance of such information on interactions.  

                                                
1 The term “big data” is generally used to define sets of data that are so large and complex those need special 
automatic procedures and applications to be collected, treated and analysed, even if, as danah boyd & Kate 
Crawford (2012) clearly explain through their six provocations, this phenomenon is more complex and implies 
non only a technical dimension, yet also cultural, social, ethical and technological considerations. The term 
“open data” indicates data freely available to everyone to use and republish as they wish, without restrictions 
from copyright, patents or other mechanisms of control. Nevertheless, institutions have been recently very 
sensitive to this new open approach toward data, several other actors, such as the big internet companies 
(Google, Facebook…) don’t have a commercial interest in adhering to such movement. 
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! The top-down definition of data of interest is an inherent characteristic of authorative 
data. Yet more and more requests appear for “open” and “participative” data, 
elaborated by citizens, companies, local and regional authorities. The bottom-up 
approach to the definition of data of interest is a dimension that can not be ignored by 
the ESPON programme, which has precisely made effort to improve the outreach of 
ESPON results through zoom in analysis (Priority 2) and surveys about reception of 
results (Priority 4).  
 

None of these criticisms was really important ten years ago, when ESPON programme started 
to develop its activity. As long as hard data was the main source of information for decision 
makers and citizens, people were likely to admit some delay in the process of monitoring 
territories. Yet the agenda of territorial cohesion is currently strongly modified by the 
development of crisis (economic, demographic, social, environmental) combined with the 
exponential development of information available on the Internet. A lot of information 
concerning territorial development of cities and regions is now available on the Net, 
introducing a clear competition for more classical producers of data, maps and expertise. The 
challenge for ESPON is not to criticize these new data sources but rather to examine their 
potential interest for fulfilling new objectives. 
As said, soft data can be defined in a very general way as information freely available on the 
Internet. The inclusion of soft data in the ESPON programme can be explained by the fact 
that they provide – at first glance – interesting solutions to the shortcomings of hard data 
mentioned above: 

! Shorter delay of publication useful for action: a classical example of this reactivity is 
given by the registration of earthquakes or typhoons by social media like Twitter. 
Many researchers have demonstrated that geolocalised users of socials networks can 
be considered as sensors, able to localise catastrophic events in real time and to 
follow their development (Abdelhaq et al, 2013; Goodchild, 2007; Sakaki et al, 
2010).  

! Coverage of new topics of interest: as mentioned by the ToR, soft data should – 
theoretically – provide opportunity to address new issues of interest like housing 
prices, commuting pattern in urban areas, poverty and social exclusion, etc... This is 
clearly an effect of the traceability inherent to the digital media.  

! Availability of data at new geographical levels: more precisely, soft data can provide 
either very precise geographic information (e.g. GPS coordinates of a mobile phone) 
or very significant territorial information about places of interest (e.g. names of cities 
mentioned in RSS flows or in tweets). In both cases, soft data can provide 
information of flows and networks linking positions (geographic) or places 
(territorial).  

! Bottom-up elaboration & tailor-made information: soft data can be sometimes the 
result of a bottom-up elaboration, as demonstrated by the example of Open Street 
Map, which offers an alternative to official maps produced by geographical institutes. 
These participatory data can also be used for purposes not imagined by their creator, 
in order to develop tailor-made information. A good example is provided by the 
Medisys2 application of the JRC, which uses information contained in world 
newspapers in order to predict the diffusion of epidemics and diseases.    

 
 

                                                
2 http://medisys.newsbrief.eu/medisys/homeedition/en/home.html 
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1.  Types of data available for territorial analysis 
 
1.1. Georeferenced photographs platforms 
 

Flickr www.flickr.com  
Flickr is an image hosting website created by Ludicorp in 2004 and acquired by Yahoo in 2005.  
Figures: 87 million members and more than 3.5 million new images uploaded daily (March 2013) 
Geographic information: photos can be geotagged (at city level/not intra-urban) and can be searched 
through a geographic interface (www.flickr.com/map). Photo available all over the world. 
Issues: Photos are generally available on Creative commons licences  
Possibility of data extraction: API for not commercial use.  
Function “flickr.photos.getWithGeoData” returns a list of your geo-tagged photos (this method 
requires authentication with 'read' permission). 
Tools: Wandora (http://wandora.org/wiki/Flickr_extractors) supports for extracting information from 
Flickr into a topic map using the Flickr online API. Three different extractors are currently provided 
for extracting information from a profile, a specific photo and a Flickr group. 
References: 
Baba Y., Ishikawa F. and Honiden S., “Extraction of Places Related to Flickr Tags”, ECAI 2010, H. 
Coelho et al. (Eds.), IOS Press, 2010. 
Liu, B., Yuan, Q., Cong, G. and Xu, D., “Where your photo is taken: Geolocation prediction for social 
images”, Journal of the Association for Information Science and Technology, 65, p. 1232–1243, 2014.  
 

Instagram www.instagram.com  
Instagram is an online photo-sharing, video-sharing and social networking service launched in October 
2010.  
Figures: On March 26, 2014, Instagram announced 200 million active users, whose more than 75% 
are daily users. Already more than 20 billion of pictures have been shared (today, more or less 60 
million are posted each days) 
Geographic information: Photos can be geotagged by coordinates (depends of user’s choice). Users 
can add a commentary, and so, geographic information to pictures.  
Issues: Photos are generally available on Creative commons licences. 
Possibility of data extraction: API for not commercial use. We can realise extractions by time, by tags, 
and even by location limited to 5000 requests per hour & per access_token or client_id overall. 
Tools: The Packages R (RCurl & RJSONIO) allows making extractions. 
References: 
Hochman, N., Manovich, L., “Zooming into an Instagram City: Reading the local through social 
media”. First Monday, jun. 2013.  
Silva T.H., Vaz de Melo P., Almeida J., Salles J., and Loureiro A, A comparison of Foursquare and 
Instagram to the study of city dynamics and urban social behavior, Proceedings of the 2nd ACM 
SIGKDD International Workshop on Urban Computing. ACM, New York, USA, 2013. 
 

Panoramio www.panoramio.com  
Panoramio is a geolocation-oriented photo sharing website owned by Google and created by Joaquin 
Cuenca Abela and Eduardo Manchon Aguilar. It was launched on October 3, 2005.  
Geographic information: The images loaded on Panoramio require geographic information 
(coordinates, spatial tag). Subject matter and comments may be added so that searchers can find 
images by looking for a particular place or topic. The platform displays the photos using a Google 
Earth or Google Map layer. 
Figures: Current numbers are not published, but back in January 2008 6,8 million geotagged images 
were submitted (Taylor, 2008). 
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Issues: Position errors of picture footprints due to different causes (GPS deteriorated positioning 
accuracy, wrong position of the image placed by the user; confusing similar locations, etc.). The other 
users are allowed to correct the photograph positions or to comment on an image, but the history of 
data modifications is not available through the API and one has to get the information manually from 
the website (Hochmair and Zielstra, 2012). 
Possibility of data extraction: Panoramio provides a public API that enables anyone to download 
photos that were declared public by the person uploading the photos, which is free for both 
commercial and non-commercial purposes that don't exceed the limit of 100000 queries through the 
API per day.  
Tools: The API allows different types of queries: all the photos of a particular user, all photos with a 
certain tag, photos of a pre-defined set, pictures belonging to a particular group. It is also possible to 
download images only from a certain part of the world.  
References: 
Hochmair H.H. and Zielstra D., “Positional Accuracy of Flickr and Panoramio Images in Europe”, In 
T. Jekel, A. Car, G. Griesebner, and J. Strobl (Eds.), GI_Forum 2012: Geovisualization, Society and 
Learning (p. 14-23). Berlin: Wichmann, 2012. 
Taylor, F., “Panoramio Layer Adds 2 Million Photos”, Google Earth Blog, Available at:  
http://www.gearthblog.com/blog/archives/2008/01/panoramio_layer_adds_2_million_phot.html, 2008. 
 
1.2. Georeferenced social network platforms 
 

Facebook www.facebook.com  
Facebook is an online social networking service founded on February 2004. 
Figures: On January 1, 2014 Total number of monthly active Facebook users: 1 310 000 000; total 
number of mobile Facebook users: 680 000 000; total number of apps and websites integrated with 
Facebook: 7 million. 
Geographic information: Facebook (notably Facebook places) allows users to locate in real time & 
users can inform his hometown. Moreover, each personal profile (individual) can join to “pages” and 
pages can be associated to “places”. Facebook creates in an automatic way pages that list all pages 
related to a specific place. 
Issues: Pages can be created and managed by official representatives (ex: “City of Paris”). Pages are 
public. Everyone can enter and check information, as the hometown of every user who has joined to 
the page. Conversely, it is impossible to collect data from members without their authorisation 
(through an APP) 
Possibility of data extraction: API can extract data from pages, groups and user (with authorisation). 
The API doesn’t provide geographical information. 
Tools: The R package “Rfacebook” which provides an interface to the Facebook API. 
Netvizz (https://tools.digitalmethods.net/netvizz/.../netvizz/) is a ready-made tool that allows 
extracting networks of users or pages. 
References:  
B. Rieder, “Studying Facebook via data extraction: the Netvizz application”, Proceedings of the 5th 
Annual ACM Web Science Conference. New York: ACM, p. 346-355, 2013. 
 

Twitter www.twitter.com  
Twitter is an online social networking and microblogging service. 
Figures:  On April 2014 number of monthly active users: 255 000 000; number of mobile active users: 
198 000 000; new tweets per second: average of 5700; tweets sent in a typical day: 500 000 000. 
Geographic information: There is various ways to extract a geographic content from a tweet. 
The geographic information available could be extracted from the location field filled manually by the 
user himself and linked to his/her account. Tweets can also be geotagged through the information 
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derived from the GPS sensor on a smartphone or through cell tower triangulation. And of course the 
text of the tweet can contain a geographic indication more or less explicit.  
Issues: It is not possible to extract the past tweets through the official API 
Possibility of data extraction: The API of twitter is well documented and allows the extraction of large 
sets of data. It is also possible to apply for Twitter data grants to access to Twitter archive (grants open 
periodically). 
Tools: The R package “twitter” which provides an interface to the twitter API. 
NodeXL is a free, open-source template for Microsoft® Excel® 2007, 2010 and 2013 that makes it 
easy to explore network graphs (http://social-dynamics.org/twitter-network-data/)  
Reference: 
Shelton, T., A. Poorthuis, M. Graham, and M. Zook. “Mapping the data shadows of Hurricane Sandy: 
Uncovering the sociospatial dimensions of 'big data'.” Geoforum 52, p. 167-179, 2014. 
Hiruta, S., Yonezawa, T., Jurmu, M., & Tokuda, H., “Detection, classification and visualization of 
place-triggered geotagged tweets”. Proceedings of the 2012 ACM Conference on Ubiquitous 
Computing (pp. 956-963). ACM, 2012. 
 

Google+ https://plus.google.com/ 
Google+ is a social network platform that offers photo sharing, friend tracking, and check-ins.  
Geographic information: Google+ enables users to publish geo-located content in real time. In this 
sense, Google+ can be described as a “geo-social network” which provides context-aware services that 
help associating location with users and content (Nalini et al., 2013). For instance, the “Local” 
application allows consulting notices and pictures published by other users on places. 
Figures: Google+ had 300 million active users worldwide in January 2014. 
Issues: Privacy issues as in Facebook. Google uses the OAuth 2.0 protocol to allow authorized 
applications to access user data. 
Possibility of data extraction: The Google+ API allows for API requests, under the condition to be 
bound to the Google+ Platform Terms of Service and to the Google APIs Terms of Service ("API 
ToS") at http://developers.google.com/terms. 
Tools: Basically, extractions can be made for four types of resources: people, activities, comments and 
moments, each of them being described by a series of variables. A step-by-step in-deep methodology 
is provided on the Google+ website (https://developers.google.com/+/api/latest/) and in Russell 
(2011).  
References: 
Nalini, C., Ayyapan, G., Faziyudeen, F., “Temporal and Spatial Clocking Based Location related 
Privacy in Geo Social Network”, International Journal of Emerging Research in Management and 
Technology, 2(4), p. 59-64, 2013. 
Russell, M.A., Mining the Social Web, North Sebastopol, CA, O'Reilly Media, 2011. 
 

LinkedIn www.linkedin.com  
LinkedIn is a business-oriented social networking service mainly used for professional networking.  
Geographic information: people and companies are related to a location. It is possible to look for 
people in a specific location. 
Figures: LinkedIn reports more than 259 million users in more than 200 countries (June 2013). 
Issues: Most of data are protected for privacy reasons. Moreover, several features of the website are 
accessible only with the Premium account. 
Tools: http://inmaps.linkedinlabs.com/  
Possibility of data extraction: API allows extracting some information, yet some functionality is 
paying. You can have location of users. http://developer.linkedin.com/apis  
References: 
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Bradbury D., “Data mining with LinkedIn”, Computer Fraud & Security, V. 2011, n. 10, October, p. 
5–8, 2011. 
 
1.3. Georeferenced news  
 

RSS feeds (by database Geomedia) http://geomedia.hypotheses.org/  
RSS (Rich Site Summary often dubbed Really Simple Syndication). An RSS document (called "feed", 
"web feed", or "channel") includes full or summarized text, and metadata.  RSS feeds enable 
publishers to syndicate data automatically. A standard XML file format ensures compatibility with 
many different machines/programs. Subscribing to a website RSS removes the need for the user to 
manually check the web site for new content. In the framework of “ANR Geomedia project”, we are 
building a database of worldwide newspapers’ international RSS feed. 
 Figures (Geomedia database): 259 RSS feeds from 161 online newspapers (in 7 different languages) 
are collecting since 2 months. Already more than 1 million of items have been already captured. It’s 
an important database of soft media data. 
 Geographic information: In the framework of ANR Geomedia, a geo-tag process is possible for each 
items captured. That’s allows to make geographic analyses. 
Issues: the “geo-taging” of RSS may encounter difficulties. In fact, each geographic place (even 
countries) can be named by a lot of terms (ex: “Europe” can be named “The old continent” or “Old 
world” and on the other hand, “Europe” doesn’t necessary make reference to the same area)… 
Possibility of data extraction: It’s possible to extract all the information send by 259 RSS feeds from 
media, since March 2014. Location map of RSS feeds collected. 
Tools: The software R can be smart to manage Geomedia data.  
References: C. Grasland C., T. Giraud, M. Severo, « Un capteur géomédiatique d’événements 
internationaux » in Beckouche P., Grasland C., Guerin-Pace F., Moisseron J.Y., 2012, Fonder les 
Sciences du Territoires, Karthala, Paris, 2012. 
 
1.4. Geo-wiki platforms 
 

Wikimapia www.wikimapia.org 
Wikimapia is a multilingual open-content collaborative website which allows citizens to map and 
share knowledge about places. Before publication, the data are vetted by other users. Wikimapia was 
launched in 2006. 
Figures: according to the site, 19 million tags had been created at the 14 July, 2012, making 
Wikimapia one of the biggest world gazetteers – lists of recognized placenames with geographic 
location-, while being upgraded by the citizens’ descriptions of the places (Goodchild, 2007). 
Geographical information: places are described by their geographical coordinates and their territorial 
limits. A link to their Wikipedia page, a brief description of the place, pictures and a list of nearby or 
similar locations may be added to the description (places are described according to several categories: 
city, store, stadium, etc). 
Issues: data mining may be complicated by multiple map labels and messy annotations or geometrical 
delineations (Mummidi and Krumm, 2008).    
Possibility of data extraction: API for not commercial use. A dozen of extraction functions are 
proposed, and among them: “place.Getbyid” returns a list of information organized in data-blocks 
about places; “place.Getbyarea” returns all places in a given boundary box optionally filtered by 
category parameter. 
Tools: Wikimapia online API is a system that allows receiving free data from Wikimapia maps. The 
API is still at developing stage (beta), and more features will be added such as roads, graphic tiles use, 
then adding information from mobile devices to Wikimapia DB. 
References: 
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Goodchild, M. F., “Citizens as sensors: web 2.0 and the volunteering of geographic information”, 
GeoFocus (Editorial), nº 7, p. 8-10, 2007.  
Mummidi, L.N. and Krumm, J., “Discovering points of interest from users’ map annotations”, 
GeoJournal, n°72, p. 215-227, 2008. 
 

OpenStreetMap www.openstreetmap.org/  
OpenStreetMap (OSM) is an international non-profit organisation founded in July 2004 by Steve 
Coast. “It is dedicated to encouraging the growth, development and distribution of free geospatial data 
and to providing geospatial data for anybody to use and share.” (http://www.osmfoundation.org/).  
Geographic information: The mapping is facilitated by a ‘wiki’ environment and contains specific 
details about elements such as streets, points of interest, or buildings, which always include a 
geographic reference (Neis and Zipf, 2012). Any user is able to input new material and modify the 
data of others. Besides, the OSM community organises a series of local workshop (called “mapping 
parties”) in order to increase the creation and annotation of specific geographical areas. 
Figures: According to the website (http://www.openstreetmap.org/stats/data_stats.html), there were 
1,635,111 users, 4,005,660,801 uploaded GPS points and 2,576,128 relations registered in May 2014. 
Issues: GPS signals may be inadequate (such as in urban canyons) or less accurate than large-scale 
topographic mapping for instance (Peerkins and Dodge, 2008).  
Possibility of data extraction: Data are published under the Open Data Commons licence, which 
allows users to share, copy, transmit and adapt the OpenStreetMap materials under the conditions that 
they must attribute and distribute it under the same terms as the original licence. 
Tools: Many tools are available to help the export of OSM data, such as: 

- API allowing to download the map framed by the screen and its related data from a mirror of the 
database 

- OSM planet, providing accurate copies of the entire OSM database 
- Geofabrik, allowing to extract data on a selection of continents, countries and cities 
- Metro, allowing to extract data on the main world cities and their neighboring areas 

References: 
Haklay, M., “How good is volunteered geographical information? A comparative study of 
OpenStreetMap and Ordnance Survey datasets”, Environment and Planning B, 37(4), p. 682-703, 
2010. 
Perkins, C. and Dodge, M., “The potential of user-generated cartography: a case study of the 
OpenStreetMap project and Mapchester mapping party”, North West geography, 8(1), p. 19-32, 2008. 
Neis, P. and Zipf, A., “Analyzing the Contributor Activity of a Volunteered Geographic Information 
project – The Case of OpenStreetMap”, ISPRS International Journal of Geo-Information, 1, p. 146-
165, 2012. 
 
1.5. Location sharing services and crowdsourcing platform 
 

Foursquare www.foursquare.com 
Foursquare is a privately owned, free ‘app’ which helps people to stay in touch and organize outings 
with friends, and to discover or share about their experiments of places. It has been created in 2008. 
Geographic information: each piece of information is related to a specific geolocation.  
Figures: According to Foursquare website (May 2014), there have been more than 50 million users 
worldwide, and 6 billion of unique check-ins. 
Issues: You’re welcome to cache foursquare data in order to increase the speed of your application, 
but we have very specific time limitations on how long you can cache this data. 
Possibility of data extraction: The Foursquare API allows for access to the world-class places 
database and the ability to interact with Foursquare users and merchants. Geographic coordinates, 
category, total number of checkins, unique number of visitors and address can be requested directly. 
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Besides, “since Foursquare API provides rate limited authorized access, we have resorted to another 
channel through which public data is available at large amounts: Twitter messages which contain 
Foursquare checkins” (Noulas et al., 2011).  
Tools:  https://developer.foursquare.com/overview/community 
References:  
Hanley, A., “Ushahidi and Crowdmap: micro-streaming as time-binding media”, 3PM Journal of 
Digital Research Publishing, 1(2), p. 116-125, 2010. 
Noulas A., Scellato S., Mascolo C. and Pontil M., “An Empirical Study of Geographic User Activity 
Patterns in Foursquare”, Proceedings of the Fifth International AAAI Conference on Weblogs and 
Social Media, p. 570-574, 2011.   
 

Crowdmap https://crowdmap.com  
Crowdmap is a free and open-source software for information collection, visualisation, and interactive 
mapping developed by Ushahidi, Inc., a non-profit software company. It enables local observers to 
submit reports using their mobile phones or the Internet, while simultaneously creating a temporal and 
geospatial archive of events, mainly in a humanitarian perspective. 
Geographic information: each piece of information is related to a specific geolocation.  
Figures: More than 36,000 Crowdmaps had been published in 2013 (Meier, 2013).  
Issues: each application has its specificities.  
Possibility of data extraction: The web designers are currently working on an automated transition 
process, we will provide a download of the SQL database, media files and a copy of Ushahidi. 
References:  
Starbird K., “Digital Volunteerism During Disaster: Crowdsourcing Information Processing”, 
Workshop Position Paper for CHI ’11 Workshop on Crowdsourcing and Human Computation at the 
2011 Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI 2011), Vancouver, Canada, 2011. 
Hanley, A., “Ushahidi and Crowdmap: micro-streaming as time-binding media, 3PM Journal of 
Digital Research Publishing, 1(2), p. 116-125, 2010. 
Meier, D., “Why Ushahidi Should Embrace Open Data”, iRevolution, Available at: 
http://irevolution.net/tag/crowdglobe/, 2013 

 
1.6. Socially-enhanced recommendations platforms 
 

TripAdvisor http://www.tripadvisor.co.uk/ 
TripAdivsor is an online social travel networking website founded in February 2010. Users can freely 
provide reviews on hotels or on local tourist attractions.  
Geographic information: each recommendation is related to a geographic location. 
Figures: According to the website fact sheet, in May 2014 TripAdvisor was “reaching nearly 260 
million unique monthly visitors, and more than 150 million reviews and opinions covering more than 
4 million accommodations, restaurants, and attractions”. 
Possibility of data extraction: The TripAdvisor API allows the website partners to send dynamic 
requests to the web service and receive a response in XML format. The use of the API is restricted to 
licensed partners. 
Tools: Requests for destinations may include data on travels comments and pictures. 
References: 
Miguens, J., Baggio, R. and Costa, C. , “Social Media and Tourism Destinations: Trip Advisor Case 
Study”, IASK ATR2008 Proceedings Advances in Tourism Research, p. 1-6, 2008. 
Jeacle I., Carter, C., “In TripAdvisor we trust: Rankings, calculative regimes and abstract systems”, 
Accounting, Organizations and Society, 36, p. 293-309, 2011. 
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2. Methodology  
 
2.1. Methodological premise: issues related to soft data  
 

The main challenge of this project consists in finding a methodology suitable for this type of 
data, yet that can guarantee the same rigor and quality of analysis performed on hard data. 
The problem is that, even if big data have raised a lot of enthusiasm, working with them is 
anything but simple (boyd & Crawford, 2012). Besides the technical problems that may be 
raised by the mass of data, the researcher has also to face some political, social and ethical 
problems. By coping with big data (especially for data coming from the Web 2.0 as the soft 
data concerned by this project), we have to keep in mind the following issues: 
 

! Representativeness of data. Soft data are already there, available on the Web. 
Differently from hard data that usually are the result of collecting campaigns carried 
out following a precise protocol, soft data are generated by daily activities of users. 
Soft data are traces of some type of human or non-human actions conveyed by the 
digital medium. As a consequence, if we want to study a phenomenon through this 
kind of data, we cannot control the equivalence between the available traces and the 
global population we would like to study. Several factors can limit the 
representativeness of soft data, such as the degree of penetration of digital 
technologies, the social and political digital divide, the policy of a country toward 
open data and the type of social network more popular in a country. As a fact, in this 
project we have to admit that it will be very difficult not only to have a complete 
geographic coverage, but also to find comparable results among different 
geographical regions or countries (e.g. Facebook is not the leader social network in 
Russia).  

! Bias related to the social media platform. Social media platforms rarely publish the 
raw data (that is to say the exact content and action of the user). More often, 
technological platforms determine how to present and aggregate data. If we add a 
recommendation on Tripadvisor, geographical coordinates related to our review can 
be attributed by the platform (we want to speak about “Paris” and our commentary is 
georeferenced in “Notre-Dame”). Platforms can push users toward some actions 
instead of others, for example the Like on Facebook (Gerlitz & Helmond, 2013). 

! Privacy of data. Using data coming from social networks surely questions privacy 
rights. The fact that data are available online (completely or partially public), it 
doesn’t mean that these data are open. Data can be protected by the website charter or 
by the general privacy laws of a country. One possibility is to use aggregation of data 
if the crossing with other data (such as the demographic ones) doesn’t threat the 
anonymity of users. 

! Participatory nature of data. What makes Web 2.0 data interesting is the fact that they 
are produced by users (O’Reilly, 2005). Yet, at the same time, their participatory 
nature has to be taken carefully into account when included in territorial studies. Soft 
data are often generated by unknown sources, so they can be faked or really 
heterogeneous.  

 
All these features of data may call into question the quality of these data that is usually 
guaranteed by quite opposite features such as the precision, the repeatability and the 
representativeness. Yet, it is important to underline that such features of soft data are both 
limits and opportunities. On the one hand, we have to keep in mind such issues and, when 
possible, to look for solutions to cope with them. On the other hand, the distributed, 
heterogeneous, unexpected and sometimes unmanageable facet of these data makes their 
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complexity, interest and richness. We are working with these data because we are expecting 
that these features may help us to find new insights for territorial analysis that can be 
integrated with results of official analysis based on hard data. It is indeed the impossibility of 
centralisation, aggregation and homogenisation that guarantees the interest of working with 
such data.  
 
2.2. Methodological process: a generic open tool for territorial analysis of soft data 
 

Whatever the type of soft data we decide to use, the workflow will be organised in 5 steps: 
conceptualisation, collection, exploration, validation and diffusion. 
 
WP1. Conceptualisation 
The first step is the selection of data sources of interest, according to the objectives of the 
ESPON programme and the limits of this data. This step is crucial because, as we have 
mentioned in the previous section, the raw amount of data is not a guaranty of quality of 
results. The choice of data sources involves two interlinked questions from a territorial point 
of view: 

• What about the geographical/territorial location of data sensors? It can be interesting 
to create a sample of data sources located in different countries, with different 
languages, etc. Yet, in order to do this, it is necessary to define a methodology for 
identify the geographical position related to soft data. For example, in the case of 
social network data such as Facebook or Twitter, it can be interesting to obtain 
coordinates of the people that have produced content.  

• What about the geographical/territorial information sent/received by data sensors? 
The information contained in a message can involve a lot of geographical objects 
(cities, states, regions…) that are sometimes identified by tags but not necessarily.  
The choice of sources implies therefore a reflection on the geographical objects of 
interest and the possibility to identify this object in a data flow (by coordinates? by 
names? by tags?…).  

If data are correctly conceptualised, we can obtain media flows between the location of the 
sensor and the locations mentioned by the sensor.  
 
WP2. Collection 
The step of data collection is crucial and implies a number of choices. If we consider that the 
monitoring of territories in real time is the main objective of the ESPON programme, we 
should focus our work on the development of procedures of data collection that catch 
automatically the information sent by a sensor without breaks in time and without 
filtering of the content in the initial step of data collection. We should therefore exclude 
solutions based on the use of tools or platforms that filter information and store only a part of 
the initial content of flows as the Google tools (Marres & Weltevrede, 2013). The advantage 
of this approach is (1) to be sure that the content of the initial source has not been modified 
and (2) to avoid the risk of copyright introduced by the company in charge of the compilation 
of data flows.  
Storing the full content of media flows presents also the advantage of creating open access 
database that can be used in the future for many objectives that users had not in mind. It is 
therefore of major interest for ESPON 2020 to early launch a data collection that will be 
enriched during all the period and applied in the future to objectives that are currently not at 
the top of the agenda. 
 
 WP3. Exploration 
The raw data stored cannot be directly used without data treatment, filtering process and 
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creation of metadata. The exploration phase should necessarily associate qualitative and 
quantitative methods for different objectives (Venturini & Latour, 2010). 
 

• Quantitative methods will typically be used in order to recognize the presence of 
places in data flows (ontology) and to aggregate results through space, time and 
thematic field.   

• Qualitative methods are necessarily used in parallel with quantitative methods, in 
order to avoid statistical illusion and trivial results. A very important point is the 
selection of sources that, in order to overpass the limits of soft data, have to be done 
in a qualitative way according clear and precise criteria. 

• Hybrid methods are therefore requested to produce quantitative analysis without 
neglecting the qualitative dimension. From statistical point of view, it means that non-
parametric approaches are certainly requested because they are more robust to the 
existence of outliers in soft data. Textual analysis is also a major issue for the control 
of content of data, before any quantitative aggregation. 

  
WP4. Tests and validation 
The process of test and validation of results can be made by internal and external procedures. 

• Internal procedures will use the comparison of independent sources of soft data as 
criteria of validation. If we consider for example the interest of newspapers and social 
media for Tunisia and Ukrainia, we will certainly not observe the same level of 
interest in Italy and Poland. But looking at the trends, we can expect to observe the 
same peaks of interest during the period of revolution (Tunisia in Jan-Feb 2011, 
Ukrainia in Dec. 2013). The correlation of time series produced by different sensors 
can therefore be used as a validation test. We can also compare different types of soft 
data, like Facebook places, Foursquare… and verify if they provide comparable 
results. 

• External procedures will use on the contrary hard data in order to check the 
consistency of results. Thanks to more than 50 years of research (Galtung, 1965; 
Koopmans, 2011) a lot of empirical laws have been established concerning the 
influence of structural factors on the flows of information. It is for example well 
known that newspapers will provide more information about big and rich countries 
than poor and small. It is also well known that, all other things held constant, different 
forms of distance (geographical, political, linguistic…) would also reduce the amount 
of information received from distant places. The application of this classical model to 
collected data will allow us to verify the quality of sensors and their spatial properties. 
 

WP5 Diffusion and valorisation 
The final goal of the process is of course to enrich the content of the ESPON database and to 
make possible the combination of hard and soft data. This task implies a very strict 
documentation of the metadata in order to avoid that aggregated results would be used in an 
inappropriate context. In our opinion, ESPON should be very careful with the quantitative 
results obtained through the aggregation of soft data. As we have mentioned it several times, 
it is very difficult to create representative samples of soft data and it is not that obvious that 
the aggregation of heterogeneous data produces an added value. It is the reason why we 
strongly suggest to focus on qualitative results like typologies of territories based on the 
intensity (“small”, “medium”, “big”) or the thematic content of phenomena (“culture”, 
“economy”, “sport”).  
Conversely, we consider that soft data could provide specific interfaces for monitoring 
events affecting territorial cohesion in real time.  Instead of providing only quantitative or 
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qualitative tables for all cities or countries, the project could offer policy makers an easy 
access to the content of media flows related to their own territory.  
 
2.3. Technical solutions 
 

A new group of methods have been developed in order to treat soft data: these methods are 
called “digital methods”. It is a matter of fact that, even if the intrinsic traceability of digital 
media promises to provide a unique source of data to study the society (Lazer et al, 2009), it 
has to be controlled by an adequate methodology. Data are there, but we need to be able to 
extract, clean, index and prepare them for the analysis. In other words, we have to transform 
these data in a corpus.  
By “digital methods” (Rogers, 2013) we refer to a series of techniques designed to explore the 
traces of online interactions as source of information on social phenomena. The first evidence 
of the potential of such methods has been provided by the famous Google study on flu 
epidemics in United States. By screening the queries addressed to their search engines 
between 2003 and 2008, Google’s engineers devised an indicator that not only obtained an 
amazing 0.97 correlation with the data of the Centre for Disease Control data, but did it with a 
couple of weeks of advance. Published by Nature, the Google flu study convincingly 
demonstrated that online traces could be used to investigate offline phenomena (Ginsberg et 
al, 2009).  
 
The main issue of digital method is how to collect data. There is two main ways to retrieve 
web contents: the use of APIs and web scraping.  
1) API (Application Programmable Interface) is a set of functions to access the services of an 
application, through a programming language. APIs allow everybody to collect a very 
important data mass on several websites (as Google, Amazon, Facebook, Twitter...). 
APIs are the easiest solutions to collect soft data. They are surely great tools thought for 
collecting data for non-commercial use. Yet it is important to keep in mind that they present 
several problems: 

- Several websites don’t provide API or can interrupt API service at any moment. 
- The website decides which content to provide in the API and the amount of content 

that can be extracted. For example Facebook has an API service, yet it doesn’t provide 
geographical information concerning users, pages or groups.  

- To use an API, you need good IT competences in your team. 
 
2) Web scraping (web harvesting or web data extraction) is a computer software technique of 
extracting information from websites. Usually, such software programs simulate human 
exploration of the World Wide Web and proceed to transform the unstructured data available 
on the Web into structured data that can be stored and analysed in a central local database. 
With this technique, the potential of data recovery and/or Big-Database building is huge. 
Moreover, this technique allows collecting data from websites that don’t provide APIs. This 
technique has become very popular in the last few years. “The market for personal data about 
Internet users is booming, and in the vanguard is the practice of ‘scraping’. Firms offer to 
harvest online conversations and collect personal details from social-networking sites, résumé 
sites and online forums where people might discuss their lives.” (Angwin, J. & Stecklow, S., 
ʻ”Scrapers” Dig Deep for Data on Webʼ, Wall Street Journal, 10 October 2010). The 
popularity of scraping is closely linked to the rise of real-time Web. 
Here below, two examples of web scraping to create geographical database. 
In 2012, the French newspaper « Le Monde » recovered a large amount of data on the French 
web site of social welfare (ameli.fr) to make maps on urban dissimilarities medical expenses 
(Figure 1).  
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In 2012, the ESPON TERCO project used this technique on the Wikipedia website to collect 
all the cities twinned with cities of the ESPON area (Figure 2). 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Urban dissimilarities in medical expenses  
in Paris3 

Figure 2. Cities twinned with cities of ESPON area4 

 
The web scraping can gather data from multiple locations, making the extracted data available 
for new uses.  More broadly, the scraping can be considered not only a technical solution (a 
software), but also a specific analytical practice, that involves a socio-technical infrastructure. 
We must build a chain to transform the relatively formless mass of online data in formatted 
information. Yet, one of the main limits of data scraping is that if the online data change the 
chain should be rebuilt.  
So web scraping presents several technical limits:  
- It requires the skills of an IT engineer;  
- The technical development is related to a specific platform at a specific moment (so 
software can hardly be adapted for future uses); 
- This technique can be expensive. 
 

We have also to mention important ethical objections to web scraping: 
- One of the most obvious ethical objections lies in the possible violation of the privacy of 
people. 
- People have placed pieces of information on their homepage for certain purposes and in a 
certain context. Yet, when web data are extracted, they can be used for completely different 
purposes, completely out of context.5  
 

Finally, web scraping encounters also legal limits: 
- Some authors argue that the very nature of web scraping is in conflict with some of the 
current privacy guidelines formulated by the OECD, the European Directive 95/46/EC of the 
European Parliament and of the Council of 24 October 1995.  
- Web scraping is generally in conflict with websites’ terms of use and notably privacy 
policies.  
 

                                                
3http://www.lemonde.fr/sante/article/2012/04/10/enquete-sur-ces-consultations-au-prix-
fort_1682940_1651302.html 
4http://www.espon.eu/export/sites/default/Documents/Projects/AppliedResearch/TERCO/Final_Report/TERCO_
FR_MainReport_Dec2012.pdf 
5 To deepen this topic see: http://www.webminingethics.nl/ (Lita van Wel, Web mining. An ethical perspective, 
2004). 
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Then several technical solutions can be adopted to actually get data from the web: 
 
1) Ready-made tools are tools (software or platforms) already built, available on the web that 
allow extracting some soft data from specific platforms. A myriad of tools have been created 
in order to treat this kind of data. For almost all mentioned platforms that provide soft data, it 
was possible to find some tools to collect their data.  
Actually, what these tools do, it is to provide a user-friendly interface to access and collect 
data. These interfaces usually are based on APIs or on web scraping scripts. 
Yet these tools could be seemed as good solutions but have several big problems: 

- usually they are not updated and have several bugs; 
- usually they are not free of charge (sometimes really expensive); 
- they could be based on web scraping systems so they have all issues related to web 

scraping; 
- often they don’t allow an ongoing collection of data in real-time, but just to extract 

some amount of data at a specific moment; 
- often they are quick-and-dirty solutions but are not the best solution.  

Anyway, a very interesting initiative in this sense is the Digital Media Initiative of the 
University of Amsterdam that offers a set of ready made tools available for non-commercial 
use on the website www.digitalmethods.net.  
2) Script languages allow to request information from APIs or to scrap web pages. Among 
the large number of programming languages available (Python, Php...) we think that the R 
open source tool is particularly adapted. Using the statistical software makes soft data 
retrieval easy and allows analysing data in the same language and software. This tool 
constitutes a good intermediate solution among the ready-made tools and gives direct access 
to APIs. Compared to ready-made tools, R packages are generally updated and guarantee a 
user-friendly access to APIs. 
 
Here is a non-exhaustive list of R packages available to collect soft data, sorted by topics: 
 

General 
- RCurl:  The RCurl package is an R-interface to the libcurl library that provides HTTP 
facilities. This allows to download files from Web servers, post forms, use HTTPS (the secure 
HTTP), use persistent connections, upload files, use binary content, handle redirects, 
password authentication, etc. 
Social media  
- streamR: This package provides a series of functions that allow R users to access 
Twitter's filter, sample, and user streams, and to parse the output into data frames. -
 twitteR: Provides an interface to the Twitter web API.  
- Rfacebook: Provides an interface to the Facebook API. 
- Rflickr: The package provides an R interface to the Flickr photo management and 
sharing application Web service.  
- Plusser: it has been designed to to facilitate the retrieval of Google+ profiles, pages 
and posts. It also provides search facilities. Currently a Google+ API key is required for 
accessing Google+ data.  
 

News 
- GardianR: Provides an interface to the Open Platform's Content API of the Guardian 
Media Group. It retrieves content from news outlets The Observer, The Guardian, and 
guardian.co.uk from 1999 to current day.  
- RNYTimes: provides interfaces to several of the New York Times Web services for 
searching articles, meta-data, user-generated content and best seller lists.  
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Other R packages for the web are available on the URL: http://cran.at.r-
project.org/web/views/WebTechnologies.html  
 
As regards to data treatment, in order to guarantee the integration of soft data with hard data, 
we suggest to treat these data according to traditional statistical methods. R can be a very 
good solution for data treatment.  
 
2.4. Best solution for the ESPON Programme 
 
As we just presented, a lot of tools are currently available on the Internet for the exploration 
of soft data. Yet, most of them is the property of the owners of datasets (e.g. Google, 
Facebook, Twitter…) or are developed by private firms contractually associated to data 
owners. They present several important technical and also ethical and legal limits. A majority 
of tools of web data mining is therefore not directly dedicated to the monitoring of territories, 
except when it is about marketing of cities and regions. The so-called “creative class” of 
Richard Florida is an example - among others - of the wide field of “place branding” which 
considers cities and regions as object to be “sold” and “promoted” on a global market. The 
journal Place Branding and Public Diplomacy6 created by Simon Anholdt7 offers a good 
view of the work developed by private consultancies and researchers about the measure of 
images of cities and regions.   
The tools developed for data mining and place branding are interesting but probably not 
adapted to the needs of the ESPON programme, because they are generally subject to 
copyright issue and are focused on the competition rather than the cooperation between 
places. It is true that ESPON currently proposes to develop tools of benchmarking between 
regions and cities. But benchmarking is not marketing. And the objective of Territorial 
Cohesion is to help all regions and cities to develop their own resources (territorial capital) 
and to benefit from interaction with the others (territorial cooperation).  
For these reasons, we suggest that, among the available possibilities, ESPON should favour 
soft data easily available that doesn’t have legal or ethical problems. This is the case of RSS 
feeds or data from APIs (better if they could be extracted through an R package). For data 
treatment, as said, R solutions seem the more suitable for ESPON needs.  
 
2.5. Possible integration with authoritative data from ESPON  
 
This present work is meant to assess the feasibility to use soft data together with official hard 
data from ESPON and other statistical institutes in European territorial analysis. Beside 
technical feasibility, can soft data analysis bring relevant scientific information in line with 
ESPON findings? How can this analysis bring new perspective, regarding what has been 
found so far?  
We will focus on a specific sub-topic, the analysis of urban data at different scales (inter-
urban and intra-urban). Even if urban studies have not been until now the principal focus of 
the ESPON programme, several studies have already addressed issues related to city. The 
table in Annex 1 summarizes the principal ESPON projects that concern the urban level in 
order to see if some integration is possible. For each project we specify: project; 
priority/category; year (final or draft final report); research areas; and potential added value of 
soft data.  

                                                
6 http://www.palgrave-journals.com/pb/index.html. 
7 Simon Anholt (http://www.simonanholt.com/).  
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Potential use of soft data can be done by focusing on participation of gateway cities in global 
networks. Gateway cities are an important focal point of social and economic development 
and receive considerable policy attention (as transport hub, nodes in financial systems, 
location of research institutes etc). The ESPON programme has therefore paid much attention 
in giving scientific information to support policy making8. Gateway cities have been 
identified notably through multinational firms network (FOCI project9) allowing to better 
target policies to their specific needs. For example, the type of capital needed by the 
representatives (cities offering to multinational firms the means to reach places outside 
Europe) will be different from the one needed by the gatekeepers (cities favoured in receiving 
the investments). The analysis of information flows can be used to better understand links 
between cities. The economic and financial understanding of cities network could be 
reinforced by more qualitative information allowing deeper understanding or even an 
anticipation of linkage process. 

 
Figure 3. Position of European cities as intercontinental (a) gatekeepers, (b) representative, (c) plateforms 
(FOCI final scientific report) 
 
In the same line, an analysis of the global office market inflows between cities and within 
cities has been carried out (TIGER project). Complementarity between the use of the database 
supplied by Real Capital Analytics and media content is to be investigated. Content of 
newspapers, through keywords frequency, can inform about mechanisms (such as cultural 
mechanisms) occurring in real estate dynamics. For instance, by highlighting the type of 
criteria that financial journalists and analysts put forward for investing in a city. 
Cross border cooperation is one of the main concern of the ESPON programme and of the 
European philosophy in a general way. Several studies have focused on that issue such as 
Terco10, LP3LP11 or Metroborder12 projects. That latter study aims at identifying the 
development potentials of cross border polycentric metropolitan regions. The degree of unity 
between regions on each side of the border is evaluated through interactions and convergence. 
                                                
8 See projects Foci and Tiger and Territorial observation n°9 
9http://www.espon.eu/export/sites/default/Documents/Projects/AppliedResearch/FOCI/FOCI_final_report_2011
0111.pdf 
10http://www.espon.eu/export/sites/default/Documents/Projects/AppliedResearch/TERCO/Final_Report/TERCO
_FR_MainReport_Dec2012.pdf 
11http://www.espon.eu/export/sites/default/Documents/Projects/TargetedAnalyses/LP3LP/2_LP3LP_FINAL-
REPORT_MAIN-REPORT_23-04-2014.pdf 
12http://www.espon.eu/export/sites/default/Documents/Projects/TargetedAnalyses/METROBORDER/METROB
ORDER_-_Final_Report_-_29_DEC_2010.pdf 
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These criteria are surely solid but are probably only partial for a large understanding of the 
components unifying the regions. Geolocation of tweets, analysis of their content, ranking of 
keywords in regional newspapers can help to understand a reality that goes beyond 
mechanisms induced by job opportunities and wealth creation. It can help to understand the 
existence (or not) of cultural links between citizens across borders. The same approach is to 
be considered for interregional, transnational or transcontinental cooperation. 
 

 
Figure 4. Global office market inflows, 2007-2010 (TIGER final scientific report) 

 

 
Figure 5. Potential indicators for assessing of functional cross-border integration  

(Metroborder project, final scientific report). 
 
It has to be said that there are already existing examples of use of the media in ESPON 
projects such as the creation of a measure of intercity links based on IP address realized in the 
framework of Territorial updates (Telecommunication and IT-Rollout13) or the analysis of 
connections between central European cities based on flows of web search measured by 
Google Insight ™ tools in Polyce (Final Scientific Report14, pp. 44-45), as illustrated bellow. 
Enlarging the approach to other case studies should be considered. 
 

                                                
13http://www.espon.eu/main/Menu_Projects/Menu_ScientificPlatform/Menu_MapUpdates/telecommunicationa
ndit.html 
14http://www.espon.eu/export/sites/default/Documents/Projects/TargetedAnalyses/POLYCE/FR/POLYCE_FIN
AL_SCIENTIFICREPORT.pdf 
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Figure 6. Relative web search intensity on name strings of POLYCE cities  

(POLYCE project, final scientific report) 
 
Media analysis can bring valuable inputs in terms of new scientific knowledge and 
comprehension of mutual relations between media activities and the territorial dimension. But 
beside the scientific dimension, it is of crucial importance to envisage the possibility to 
disseminate the findings among key stakeholders and enable them to make use of the 
information. Translation of academic findings into policy recommendations is indeed one 
of the main concerns of the ESPON programme. Practitioners and policy makers are to be 
able to adapt and enhance their strategies based on the outputs of media analysis; whatever it 
is in terms of image of the city or in terms of links between places. Such process is to be done 
in the framework of the transnational networking activities (Priority 4 projects) that aim at 
activating transnational interest in ESPON by involvement of policy makers, practitioners and 
scientists. A media analysis as described above can therefore enhance city management by 
providing (partial) answers to questions such as: 

• Does the image of the city provided by media fits in the ongoing or future 
territorial strategy? Decision-makers, through planning, transmit an image of their 
city. That might, for instance, attract visitors or new residents. Media analysis 
constitutes somehow the mirror of their activities. Unexpected negative topics 
associated to the city can emerge in the media and therefore inform stakeholders about 
issues to treat in priority.  

• Are there existing issues that should have more room in the media? Mediatisation 
of an issue may indeed have an impact in terms of raising awareness of citizens. For 
instance, if public cleanliness becomes a major issue for a city, informing citizens 
about their part to play in the process is an important step. Media analysis shed light 
about how the issue is present in public debate and how strong is the process of 
sensitization.  

• Are there unexpected relationships found in media that may lead to new 
collaborations and exchanges of experiences? RSS flows, for instance, might show 
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unexpected links between places. Common topics between cities might appear in the 
media sphere, suggesting new collaborations between cities as they are facing same 
difficulties and challenges. 

• Where do we talk about us?  A better understanding of the city area of influence (not 
from a strict geographic perspective) can be done through the location of people who 
have created content related to the city on Facebook or Twitter.  

 

On the one hand, national ECPs can therefore play their role of interface between the 
programme and the national context by: mobilising relevant media information, connect it to 
national issues and policies, push the debate toward new perspectives and finally feedback 
ESPON with their national perspective. On the other hand, stakeholders can start to shape the 
type of “numerical monitoring” that they should implement, knowing that governance is no 
longer strictly about administrative boundaries since the growing importance of the 
information and communication technologies (Boullier 2009, Vanier 2013). 
 
 

 

Image of the territory: policy makers and 
practitioners initiate policies on their territory 
(illustrate by the letters A, B and C). Those 
initiatives might induce media activities such as 
writing of articles in newspapers (curved arrows). 
As a consequence, an image of the territory is 
shaped (straight arrows). Analysing such activities 
inform about how policies are perceived.  
 
 

 

Interterritoriality: observation and understanding 
of immaterial links between territories can inform 
about potential effects in a territory of dynamics that 
occur in other regions. 
 
 
 

 

Expression of needs: analysis of opinions, debates, 
forum… about a territory help understanding or 
anticipate specific needs of population. 
 
 
 

Figure 7. Three gateways for implementing a “numerical monitoring” (source: own elaboration) 
 
2.6. Possible integration with other official data 
 

Eurostat and the Urban Audit. Eurostat is the statistical office of the European Union. Its 
task is to provide the European Union with statistics at European level that enable 
comparisons between countries and regions. The Urban Audit data collection provides 
information and comparable measurements on the different aspects of the quality of 
urban life in European cities. Domains covered are: demography, social aspects, economic 
aspects, civic involvement, training and training provision, environment, travel and transport, 
information society, culture and recreation. The results of the 2009 data collection have been 
published while results of 2011 are being collected. 
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Globalization and world cities Research Network (GaWC) is a think-tank that focuses 
upon research into the external relations of world cities. The main domains of interest are 
international business, sustainability, urban policy, and logistics. The GaWC monitoring 
studies those cities worldwide with the most significant metropolitan quality. The cities are 
categorised into ten hierarchical categories that summarise their metropolitan quality, based 
primarily on economic control indicators. 
 

European Environment Agency (EEA) is the major information source for those involved 
in developing, adopting, implementing and evaluating environmental policy and also the 
general public. Data, maps and indicators belong to 26 topics, including urban environment. 
Along with diverse information, Urban morphological zones (UMZ) are defined based on 
Corine land cover (set of urban areas lying less than 200m apart). 
 
 
3. Testing results 
 
We focused our testing plan on urban data at different scales and by means of two types of 
soft data: the RSS flows on the one hand, and the social media (notably Twitter) on the other 
hand. We briefly justify these choices here. 
Urban data appears as the most interesting geographical object in a test phase of soft 
data. It is the object for which the ESPON Programme has collected the less important 
amount of information, despite the clear pressure of stakeholders to improve the situation. 
Moreover, it is a geographical object where the name is particularly significant and is often 
used as a brand by local actors. This property of places as brand is particularly interesting in 
terms of data collection on the Internet, because it allows to use a lot of methods based on 
recognition of words in data flows and, more generally, lexical analysis. Finally, collecting 
data on European Metropolitan Areas & World Cities offers a very interesting field of 
hybridation between web-based data and official data from ESPON and statistical institutes. 
We organized our analysis in two steps: macro-analysis (RSS feeds) and micro-analysis 
(Twitter data). 
 
3.1. First case study - Top European cities based on international RSS flows 
 
In this first case study, we focus on the use of big data for ranking European cities in real time 
and identifying the elements of the city that compose its brand at international level. As an 
example we use a corpus of RSS flows of the “international news” section of a set of 
worldwide newspapers. If the content of RSS flows is generally not stored for a long time on 
the website of newspapers and only titles and summaries of the last news are available, our 
research project Geomedia (ANR Corpus, France, 2013-2015) has demonstrated that it is 
possible to collect all the RSS flows sent by various newspapers in real time and to store their 
content in a database.  
We suggest adopting as target a selection on the list of cities of the project CityBench, in order 
to benefit from the hard data collected and harmonised at this level. The soft data produced by 
our project will therefore benchmark and correlate with existing data for validation. We 
intend also to compare our results with the large database collected by the Globalisation and 
World Cities project (GaWC - http://www.lboro.ac.uk/gawc/index.html).  
 We test different types of methods in order to evaluate advantages and backwards of this type 
of analysis. We can list the main emerged insights. 
 
1) Selecting a big data sample.  
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Before starting a big data analysis, a crucial phase is the selection of the sample of data. Here 
we propose a method for testing the validity of the media data sample based on automatic 
controls (R programs):  
- Evaluation of the statistical quality (regularity of the number of news); 
- Evaluation of geographical diversity (geographical distribution of countries mentioned in 
news). 
Finally, we build an indicator of the quality of a source of media data based on three 
parameters: number of news per week, number of characters per news, spatial coverage. This 
indicator can be easily used in order to select and test larger samples in other analyses. 
Methodology is detailed on Annex 2. 
 
2) Tagging a big data sample.  
 

This is a crucial phase in big data studies. Indeed, considering the huge quantity of data used 
in these studies, the researcher is constrained to use automatic procedures for tagging data. 
For example, in our case, we identified cities by automatically launching dictionaries in 
different languages. This kind of technique can be frustrating because several errors of 
interpretations cannot be avoided. In this project we compare the analysis of an automatic and 
a manual tagging procedure of the same sample and the results are quite surprising. Even if 
several misinterpretations have been found (names of European cities can coincide with 
family names and non-European cities’ names), the level of error is reasonable (8% in our 
sample). So automatic procedures can be encouraged. Yet, it is also important to keep in 
mind that errors are not equally distributed between cities. So, some special manual check 
is surely necessary for overrepresented medium or small cities (see the case of Nancy in 
our sample). Finally, in order to avoid bias related to over-coverage of cities in specific 
moments (see the case of Lyon in our sample), it is strongly suggested to perform big data 
analysis on long periods of observation. Methodology is detailed on Annex 2.  
 
3) Validating big data analysis.  
 

On the basis of the analysis of the selected big data sample, we build hierarchies of EU 
cities according to four parameters: 
! Number of news (X1): this very simple criterion aggregates all the news received by 

each city for all RSS flows.  
! Number of RSS (X2): this criterion focuses on the variety of RSS that has produced 

news about a city.  
! Average share (X3): this criterion computes the % of news allocated to a given city in 

each RSS flow and then computes the average share. 
! Average rank (X4): this criterion computes separately the rank of cities in each of the 

different RSS flows and then computes the average rank.  
 

The different methods produce more or less equivalent results. We propose a single final 
score based on these parameters that is the mean value of ranks according to each one of the 
criteria. As a results, the analysis of 17 international RSS flows of newspapers located outside 
Europe reveals a clear hierarchy between European Cities in terms of external recognition. 
The combination of four different criteria makes possible to elaborate a synthetic rank (Final 
Score) and a typology of the importance of cities with six levels (see column “Hierarchical 
level”). The sample size is obviously too limited to address immediately conclusion but the 
results appear very promising. The final score can easily be reused on other studies (see 
Annex 3). 
 

In order to test the validity of this analysis based on big data and more specifically of this 
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score, we compare it with the results of the CityBench and GaWC project. We find a strong 
statistical relationship between the hierarchy of cities provided by the media analysis 
and by the ones used in the CityBench project (see Figure 8). London and Paris are 
obviously located at the top of the hierarchy, followed by Berlin, Bruxelles, Roma, Madrid or 
Wien. Even if the ranks of the hierarchy derived from RSS flows are not exactly the same 
than in other expert works, the deviations are generally not more important than between the 
various classifications proposed by experts. From this point of view, we can say that the test 
has been successful. Nevertheless, the rank of some cities deserves a specific comment: 

! Lyon has not been confused with other locations but it benefits from an exceptional 
number of news during the period of observation because of the visit of the Chinese 
president that has been the subject of several news in the China Daily. It is not an error 
but a sample bias and we can imagine that the rank of Lyon would be different if we 
had chosen another period of time or another sample of RSS flows. 

! Barcelona has obtained a good rank (12th), yet news mentioning the city are speaking 
meanly of the football matches of the “Barça”. The fact that this information is 
included in the international RSS flows suggests that it is probably not a bias but a real 
part of the brand of the city.  

! Genève and Zürich. Many studies based on economic criteria (GDP, number of 
airflows, number of links between firms) place Zürich on a higher rank than Genève.  
Yet other classifications insist on the international role of Genève where many world 
organizations are located. The analysis of RSS flows clearly support the hypothesis of 
an advantage of Genève (2nd rank) on Zürich (34th rank) in terms of frequency of 
quotation in international news. Nevertheless, it is fair to admit that the choice of other 
types of RSS flows (“Economy and Business” instead of “World”) could modify the 
hierarchy in favour of Zürich.   

 
 

Figure 8. Correlation between the number of articles published about each European city in the selected 
RSS flows from December 2013, the 23rd to the 2nd of June 2014 and their population size (in 
inhabitants), economy  (GDP in euro PPS) and technological use (number of IP addresses) in 2011 
We also find a good correlation between the hierarchy and typology of cities provided by 
our case study (Annex 5) and the international position of major European urban areas as 
produced by the GaWC (Annex 4).  
Hence, results are really encouraging. Generally, ranking are quite similar and differences 
may be explained by the fact that the international image of cities is not only built around 
“hard facts”, but is also related to its political or social particularities that media data can 
detect more easily than hard data used in the other projects. So, we can make the hypothesis 
(to be tested in further studies) that big media data corpora offer the advantage to build 
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different types of samples in order to build different types of hierarchies (social, 
political, economic, sport, culture…). 
 
4) Interest of big data for studying the “city brand”. 
In this study, big data has emerged as really useful in order to study themes related to a city. 
As observed in the interim report, “city brand” is today crucial for city development. Yet, 
compared to other city features, it is difficult to identify hard data useful to evaluate the image 
of the city. In this project, we propose to use media data as a source of information about 
the international recognition of themes related to a city. Such analysis aims at 
contributing to the identification of the items that compose the brand of the cities and 
to the evaluation of its impact at international level.  
As said, our analysis focuses on methodology. So we compare manual and automatic 
techniques in order to identify themes related to the cities in news. Both techniques provide 
good results for different purposes. Manual tagging is really powerful even if time-
consuming. Through it, it is possible to distinguish the specific theme related to the city from 
the general theme of the news and then it allows building a detailed typology of cities. Yet, 
automatic procedures, even if less accurate, have good results. First, through word clouds, 
(when a sufficient number of news is available) it is possible to identify main themes related 
to the city. Second, thanks to network analysis, it is possible to build-up how cities are 
connected in the ESPON space. What is more interesting is that big data such as RSS flows 
allow selecting specific thematic corpora for studying cities’ network in relation with specific 
topics. The boxes below summarize the results of the two techniques.  
 

Qualitative analysis: thematic specialization of cities in RSS feeds 
This paragraph presents the results of the first qualitative method: for each article, we manually 
identify the theme associated to the city (not the general theme of the news). We use 
specialization indices comparing: (a) The share of each theme as regards to the sum of the articles 
mentioning a city to (b) The share of each theme as regards to the sum of selected articles. Results 
are presented on Annex 6. We use a hierarchical clustering analysis in order to regroup the cities 
and the themes (colors and numbers illustrate the proximity between the different groups). The 
analysis reveals the existence of 7 types of cities that can be clustered for simplicity in two main 
groups A and B, one of cities related to global and international political questions and the other 
of cities with more diversified profile related to local and national questions.  
Group A: Cities with strong focus on global and international political question  

Type A.1 is constituted of quite heterogeneous cities as regards to their importance in media, 
but which are mentioned for their status of capital city.  
Type A2 is a set of cities that are often mentioned because they host international summits 
or international institutions.  
Type A.3 is a group of cities that are not frequently mentioned in RSS feeds but are strongly 
overrepresented in articles related to terrorism.  
Type A4 is a group of cities that are frequently mentioned in articles related to diplomatic 
visits or commemorations. 

Group B: Cities with diversified profile, less focused on international questions 
Type B.1 is limited to three cities characterized by an exceptional specialization in the field 
of economy, firms and national politics.  
Type B.2 is composed by cities that are relatively heterogeneous but have been mostly 
referred to in link with accidents, disasters or petty crime.  
The type B.3 is made of cities characterized generally by a medium or low attention from 
international media. Their biggest peculiarity is their strong specialization in sport.  
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Quantitative analysis: prominence of words in the news mentioning cities  
Two automatic analyses have done good results on the use of big data for studying cities’ brand: 
word clouds and network analysis.  
 
Cities’ word clouds. On the basis of word frequency, we can associate to each city a word cloud 
where the size of the word is proportional to the frequency of the theme in news mentioning the 
city. Less accurate than the previous theme detection, this automatic procedure allows 
nevertheless capturing a general image of the themes associated to a city (Annex 7). 
 
Cities’ network analysis. Looking at the network of cities mentioned in the same news allows 
observing relations between the European cities through media data. From a matrix counting the 
number of co-citations in news for each pair of cities, we build-up a graph in which the edges 
represent the existence of co-citations between pairs of cities and the nodes represent the 
centrality of the city in the co-citations network. To increase the readability of the graphic output, 
we have pre-selected only the cities that were the most frequently mentioned in the sample of 
international RSS (cities quoted in more than 20 items). See Annex 8. 
 
 
3.2. Second case study - Analysis of four cities based on Twitter 

 
In this second case study, we test the interest of using social media big data for studying issues related 
to territorial development and cohesion. We focus on the possible uses of large sets of Twitter data for 
studying European cities.  These data are expected to improve the study of the impact of the brand of 
a city at international and at local level. The objective of this study is to define a methodology and 
not to provide final evidence. For this reason, we test three different types of samples and methods in 
order to evaluate advantages and backwards of each technique: (first method) tweets mentioning the 
city; (second method) tweets geo-tagged in the city; (third method) tweets of a qualitative sample of 
city’s influencers.  
We analyse tweets concerning four cities (Marseille, Brussels, Edinburgh and Bologna). Data 
available concern the period from 21st May to 6th July.15 We focus especially on a period of four 
weeks (2-29 June 2014). We propose to select these metropolitan areas because they: guarantee a 
sufficient coverage of the ESPON area; constitute very good examples of metropolitan projects; have 
similar size (between 1 and 3 millions habitants); guarantee a good and feasible linguistic and cultural 
variety. 
We can list the main emerged insights: 
 
1) Selecting a big data sample.  
Methods based on the use of big data coming from the Web 2.0 are based on a delicate 
balance between advantages and backwards of these data. On the one hand, these data 
promise to provide very new information about social life. On the other hand, the use of these 
data raises several methodological issues.16 This opposition is evident since the first phase of 
selection of data. In this project, we note two main issues:  

(a) The different uses of Twitter, notably its expressive use. As regards the first issue, 
we see that at a very general level, if we consider tweets mentioning a city, the noise 
related to fun and emotions doesn’t prevent to identify hot topics related to the city. At 
local level, the problem of the different uses of Twitter can be effectively avoided by 

                                                
15 There is no archive of tweets so we can only consider tweets for a short period after the approval of the testing 
plan. Tweets have been collected thanks to the help of the University of Amsterdam (Digital Method initiative). 
16 See the Interim Report for more details about this opposition. 
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analysing a selection of tweets sent by a restrained number of users identified as city’s 
influencers. This project clearly demonstrates that a pertinent choice of Twitter 
accounts will reduce the noise of the first two methods. See Annex 9. 

(b) The small amount of geo-tagged tweets. At various times, this report underlines that 
spatial analysis of Twitter is based on very small samples not representative in 
comparison with the global Twitter activity.  

(c)  

  
Figure 9. Geographical distribution of all geo-tagged tweets extracted from the one percent of 
twitter data from 21 May to 6 July 2014 (more than 854 000 tweets) 
 
Even if this is surely a very big issue for the selection of a big data’ sample, two 
observations may be made on the basis of the experience of this report:  
(1) If geo-tagged tweets are not so useful as absolute values they can be used in a 
comparative way. In the first method, we see that the analysis of the over-quotation 
distribution of city’s mentions can be considered a good indicator of the 
international recognition of a city and could be integrated in the ESPON DataBase 
as an indicator that reflects the level of internationalisation of a city. See the results of 
the first method at the Annex 10.  
 
(2) In the second method, we see that the content of geo-tagged tweets is not so related 
to space, so geo-tagged tweets are not necessarily the good entry for studying spatial 
questions. As already noted, today several researches try to infer the location of tweets 
from other Twitter data. It is to be hoped that in the future a larger percentage of 
tweets could be geo-located with new techniques. See the results of the second method 
at the Annex 19. 

 
2) Tagging a big data sample.  
In this second case study, tagging big data was necessary in order to carry out content analysis 
of tweets.17 Considering the size of Twitter datasets, automatic tagging procedures are surely 
more desirable because less time-consuming. Yet, as in the first case study, also here the use 
of big data raises the opposition between the necessity of automatic procedures of tagging and 
the high possibility of tagging errors. Besides the initial fears, results of automatic 
techniques for analysing tweets mentioning a city are encouraging. The analysis of most 
frequent hashtags can be a very efficient technique for identifying public events happening in 
the city (by week). Moreover, word clouds of geo-tagged tweets can have two main 
objectives: (1) finding errors due to homonymy; (2) identifying the main elements of the 
image of a city in different countries. So, we can say that automatic methods can be a 
profitable strategy, even if a preliminary effort of disambiguation is necessary in order to 

                                                
17 For spatial analysis, we used only data already geo-tagged in Twitter. 
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forecast main possible errors (other meanings of the name of the city, other places with the 
same name). Building heuristics to avoid this kind of errors can be a good technique for 
improving big data analysis. 
Then, more qualitative methods can provide a more complete overview of the themes 
discussed about the city. We propose to manually categorise tweets and to represent their 
distribution in categories through a treemap. This visualisation tool can be very useful for 
decision makers that can have a general point of view on topics related to the city and that can 
quickly identify hot topics that affect the image of the city at national and international level. 
This technique can be partially automatised by building a database of the link between 
hashtags and categories. Yet, it is important to underline that in content analysis of tweets, 
even when we are using an automatic technique, qualitative interpretative work is equally 
necessary. The style usually employed for writing tweets can be not so immediate for the 
researcher or the decision maker. 
 
3) Validating a big data analysis and Interest of big data for studying the “city brand” .  
We have to admit that in this project it was not possible to validate the results with other pre-
existing data. On the one hand, as said geo-tagged tweets are too few to be compared with 
other types of distribution (such as population). On the other hand, also results of content 
analysis cannot be validated by results of other researches (such as public surveys) because 
the characteristics of the sample of users are unknown. At the moment, it is very difficult to 
define methods for overcoming these limits and analyses of these data can be only 
exploratory.  
Yet, what is interesting is that this project demonstrates that Twitter can nevertheless 
bring new information about the brand of the city such as the interests of people living in 
the city or speaking about the city, the attractiveness of some special events happening in the 
city, the connections of the city at international level etc. So, the interest of big social media 
data for studying “city brand” cannot be neglected and new research on this field has to be 
encouraged.   
Through these data, it is possible to identify new and more varied sources of information 
about the brand of a city. We can distinguish two main techniques for identifying these new 
sources: 
 

(1) Uncontrolled sources.  These sources can be varied and uncontrolled as in the first case 
study and they can provide quantitative overall measures of the international recognition of 
the city.  See the results of the first two methods (Annex 10 and Annex 19). 
 

(2) Selected sources (influencers). By selecting a specific sample of Twitter accounts (called 
influencers), decision markers can have a real-time and ongoing feedback about the key 
questions related to the city. Decision-makers can distinguish permanent topics and 
emerging topics by following the general use of hashtags and they can focus on specific 
hashtag related to the political agenda. The stream graph can be a particularly useful 
visualisation for helping decision-makers on this task. See Figure 10 for the city of Bologna. 
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Figure 10. Stream graph of top hashtags per month  

in tweets of Bologna’s influencers (July 2013 – June 2014). Sport hashtags and “#Bologna” are excluded 
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Before the emergence of the Web 2.0 and big data, decision makers could obtain this 
information only by media, yet this information was obviously partial and oriented. 
Otherwise, for knowing the public opinion, the decision makers had to implement more time 
and money consuming techniques such as interviews, focus groups, and public survey. 
Obviously, Twitter users cannot represent statistically all population of a city. Yet, as 
underlined in the Interim Report, (as other kinds of big data) tweets are expected to give 
innovative insight on social life even if they cannot be considered statistically valid. See the 
Annex 23 for the results of city’s influencers’ tweets. 
 

 

4. Recommendations for future work on this topic within ESPON 
 
On the basis of the activities carried out in the context of this project, this section will present 
some recommendations for future uses of Big Data with Espon. Recommendations will be 
organised according ESPON priorities.  
 
4.1. Priority 1. Applied Research on Territorial Development, Competitiveness and 
Cohesion 
 
According to Priority 1, ESPON programme aims at improving facts and evidence on 
European territorial structures, trends, perspectives and policy impacts. In this perspective, 
Soft Data can play a key role in order to provide new data covering new themes related to 
territorial phenomena (such as crisis and citizens’ perceptions about public policies). In this 
study, we identified new sources of data available, especially coming by social media, that 
can potentially fulfil the expectations of Priority 1 projects in terms of spatial coverage 
(EU28+4), type of geographical object (cities or regions), and temporal monitoring 
(possibility of regular update of data). 
 Most of this data show two big advantages: they are freely available in real-time and they 
include geographical and/or territorial information. Nevertheless, along this report, we noticed 
several theoretical, methodological and technical issues that need to be more deeply explored 
in order to facilitate the integration of Big Data in the ESPON programme.  In this sense, we 
recommend to orient future projects related to Big Data, in the context of the Priority 1, in 
three directions: 
 
1. Improving the methodology. In this project we used a methodology based on five steps: 
conceptualisation, collection, exploration, validation and diffusion. This workflow 
demonstrated to be globally successful. Yet, by carrying out the two case studies, we could 
identify several specific bottlenecks that need to be overpassed in order to develop Big Data’ 
projects covering all the ESPON area.  In particular, it is necessary to improve:  
 
1.1. Methods for identifying geographical and territorial information inside Big Data. 
In order to use Big Data for territorial analysis, one of the key issues concerns the relation 
between data and space. Usually this relation consists in the geolocation, that is to say the 
identification of the real-world geographic location of an object. Such identification is usually 
based on the use of positioning system and consequently the presence of geographical 
coordinates linked to the data. This is the case of geo-tagged tweets, which contain as 
metadata the geographical position sent by the mobile phone together with the short message. 
The use of geographical coordinates in order to build the link between data and space raises 
two main issues: (1) in several cases (such as Twitter), only a small portion of data contains 
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geographical metadata. Consequently if a study uses only this type of geolocation, it risks 
covering a too small and non-representative sample compared to the global population; (2) 
geographical coordinates can be generated automatically by the social media platform. The 
technological mediation of the platform has to be accurately studied in order to avoid 
important bias in the data interpretation.  
For these reasons, it is strongly recommended to explore new systems to identify geographical 
and territorial information in Big Data. Crampton et al 2013 underlined that need to avoid “a 
simplistic vision of big data as atheoretical solution to understanding the spatial dimensions of 
everyday life that increasingly well documented on geoweb”. The authors suggest five ways 
for going beyond geotag: (1) going beyond latitude/longitude coordinates; (2) going beyond 
spatialities of the ‘here and now’ by analysing temporalities; (3) going beyond the proximate 
by analysing the relational dimension; (4) going beyond the human to data produced by bots 
and automated systems, and (5) going beyond the geoweb itself, by leveraging these sources 
against ancillary data, such as news reports and census data.  
In specific contexts of ESPON programme some research areas seem more promising. As 
regards the geographical information, metadata related to the user that generates the message 
may be used to induce geographical coordinates: such as the chosen language, the 
participation to geo-tagged events, the proximity with other geo-tagged users or the user 
description. In order to be adopted, all these solutions ask for technical tools able to convert 
non-geographical information in geographical data.  
As regards the territorial information, as we have seen in this explorative study, it can be 
derived mainly by textual analysis. Yet, often results of this analysis are limited. As said by 
Shelton et al (2014), analysis of user-generated geographic information must take into 
account the existence of more complex spatialities than the relatively simple spatial ontology 
implied by latitude and longitude coordinates. It is important to develop a method capable to 
observe the sociospatial dimension of Big Data. Such a method should take into account the 
knowledge represented by the online data in the material world. In this sense, in the context of 
ESPON, it is suggested to build more complex ontologies and epistemologies related to 
territorial data on social media in order to both identify more pertinent information related to 
ESPON interest and avoid frequent misunderstanding and errors of interpretation. In such 
context, the use of small subsets of data has been demonstrated as successful.  
  
1.2. Methods for improving data harvesting. 
Considering the time and cost limits of this project, we decided to work on data easy to collect 
such as RSS feed and Tweets. The first ones are xml files available for syndication, so they 
can without difficulty be stocked in a database. The second ones have been collected through 
the official API provided by Twitter. Yet, in the first part of this report, we identified several 
other sources of Big Data useful for territorial analysis and for each one we listed main 
technical features. At an overall look, it is clear that every platform has its specificity and it is 
difficult to build a standard method to harvesting georeferenced data from all of them. 
Nevertheless, it is strongly recommended for the ESPON programme to favour further 
research in haversting geographical and territorial information from various social media. It is 
expected that specific efforts in this direction can be successful in order to collect Big Data 
coming from different platforms related to the European area. 
 
2. Testing other geographical scales relevant to ESPON. 
During the period of this project, we chose to collect data related to European cities. As said, 
urban data appears as the most interesting geographical object in a test phase of soft data. It is 
the object for which the ESPON Programme has collected the less important amount of 
information, despite the clear pressure of stakeholders to improve the situation. Moreover, 
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collecting urban data appeared to us very promising because the city is a geographical object 
where the name is particularly significant and is often used as a brand by local actors. As 
shown in this report, it was possible to analyse city brand through the use of methods based 
on recognition of words in data flows and, more generally, lexical analysis.  
Yet, in order to integrate big data in ESPON programme, the urban scale is surely not enough. 
ESPON projects may concern various scales, from the local to national, from the international 
to the regional. In this sense, further research is needed in order to identify data suitable to 
cover the different geographical objects related to ESPON.  
One solution can consist in selecting data not only on the basis of the geographical object 
but also on the basis of a selected theme. In this case, it is necessary to use geographical 
data coming from platforms with a good coverage of the European area, then collect data that 
concerns a specific topic (that can be chosen in relation with the 11 thematic objectives of 
ESIF 2014-2020) and finally find the adequate methodology for aggregating this data 
according to different geographical scales. Even if the development of such a methodology is 
surely not banal, it is expected that big data can be more suitable than traditional hard data in 
order to study regional objects. As we have seen in our first experience on European cities, 
the fact to include or exclude sport can modify partly the hierarchy of top-European cities as 
well as the form of the network of relations derived from the analysis of cities mentioned 
together. The association between themes and geography is therefore a priority for the 
development of such type of data. 
 
4.2. Priority 2: Targeted Analyses on User Demand 
 
Priority 2 responds to a clear demand of policy makers and practitioners for user and demand 
driven actions. It generally provides targeted analyses related to territorial development and 
cohesion at regional/local, national, cross-border and transnational levels. In this perspective, 
this study was particularly successful. Through the two cases studies, it was possible to 
identify information that could be very important for orienting decision-makers’ actions. 
Considering all that, future research is recommended in two directions:  
 
1. Building specific media sample for studying specific geographic areas and/or specific 
themes. As regards the first case study, it allowed to build a general indicator of the 
importance of a city. Yet, what is more interesting it that it was demonstrated that by selecting 
different types of data sources it is possible to monitor different features of the cities (such as 
economic development through economic newspapers or political relation through general 
affair international newspapers). On the basis of these first findings, it is suggested to build 
new samples of RSS feeds aimed to analyse specific topics. A possible topic could by the 
analysis of the crisis related to different regions. Or the analysis of natural hazards 
(earthquake, floods, ...) and the perception of the potential effects of climate change.  
What could be very relevant for Priority 2 projects would be to realize not only quantitative 
analysis of RSS flows but also qualitative research on the content of news sent on the web or 
discussed in social networks. Such qualitative approach implies a selection of precise themes 
and/or precise geographical locations. For example, a study about perception of territorial 
effects of climate change in media is a too general topic: it appears better to focus on smaller 
case studies like perception of climate change in a sample of vineyard region that is asking 
how to adapt.  
 
2. Building a long-term observatory based on Twitter influencers related to specific 
geographical reasons and/or specific topics. This report makes clear that the analysis of 
tweets of influencers related to a city can be a powerful tool for decision-makers that can 
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identify in real time hot topics for the city, especially related to urban development and 
management. Then they can easily follow the discussion about them along the time and 
follow the evolution of the public debate. Nevertheless, the fact that this study was carried out 
for a short time and on a small sample of data introduced important bias in the results such as 
the impact of sport related to the World Cup. Thus, it is strongly recommended to continue 
with this experiment by building a long-term project for collecting tweets. Moreover, it is 
recommended to build samples of influencers not only related to a geographic object but also 
to a theme, like transport, architecture, culture or living. In this way it will be possible to have 
soft data useful for decision-makers at upper level than the city and it will be possible to get a 
multi-scalar perspective based on the same standards. It is also recommended to build these 
sets of influencers in strong collaboration with the policy makers that can more easily identify 
the pertinent influencers and also the pioneers in the online public debate. 
 
4.2. Priority 3: Scientific Platform and Tools 
 
Priority 3 is strongly related to the use of Big Data in the programme. According to this 
priority, work has to be done in order to improve the ESPON Scientific Platform by 
developing and maintaining indicators, data and tools related to the European territorial 
knowledge base of ESPON.  
As regards Big Data and on the basis of the results of this project, we can recommend ESPON 
to build a common European Platform for collecting Big Data interesting for territorial 
analysis. ESPON 2014-2020 could take a real leadership in this field, thanks to the network 
of contact points, researchers and stakeholders that it has established.  
Such a platform could attend the following goals: 
1. Collecting varied data (such as RSS or twitter flows) established simultaneously in all 
ESPON countries and harvesting data during the 7 years of the next EU programming 
period. One of the main issues related to the use of soft data is the fact that they are there, 
available on the Web with their specific features. Moreover, even if they are generally freely 
available, they are not open yet they are owned by enterprises or protected by copyright. In 
the last few years, more and more territorial administrations propose participative platforms 
for collecting citizen opinions and feedback (see the case of Strasbourg Participe). The 
problem with these platforms is that, if their results can be very useful for the city, can hardly 
be used in lager contexts. Each platform is different and no standard is provided. In this way, 
today it is not possible to integrate the data coming from these tools in a unique database. It is 
recommended to ESPON to develop these missing standards and favour the development of 
standard participative platform at local level whose data could be collected at regional and 
international level. Through this action, we expect to have new sources of big data 
representing bottom-up expression about public policies that don’t raise copyright issues. 
Moreover, a very ambitious goal for ESPON can be to collect varied data (such as RSS or 
twitter flows) established simultaneously in all ESPON countries and harvesting data during 
the 7 years of the next EU programming period. 
2. Aggregating open data provided by different institutions at local scale in bigger samples 
of data related to the regional scale. It is a matter of fact that today public bodies make big 
efforts in order to open their dataset. The use of these datasets for the ESPON programme is 
tricky for two kinds of reasons: often these data are not well organised with metadata; and it is 
difficult to identify all the available sources. Such obstacles are not impossible to overcome. 
As regards the first one, it is recommended that ESPON facilitate the adoption of standards 
for open data in the context of its programme. As regards the second one, it is recommended 
that ESPON provides a channel or platform to collect the different sources of open data 
related to Territorial Development, Competitiveness and Cohesion for the European area. The 
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future ESPON programme 2014-2020 can have an opportunity to take the initiative to become 
a leader in the field of integrated open data at European & Neighbourhood scales. 
3. Establishing a partnership between ESPON and the European Media Monitor 
(http://emm.newsbrief.eu/) of the JRC in order to take benefit of the experience and databases 
accumulated in both organisations. On the one hand, the EMM makes possible a very clever 
detection of events or top stories through computer exploration of hundred of newspapers in 
different languages and proposes representations by timelines or maps. On the other hand, 
ESPON can offer background economic, social or environmental data on the regions, states or 
cities where these events take place. Linking the two approaches would surely produce an 
exceptional added value. 
4. Integrating Big data with official data. The biggest challenge for the use of Big Data in 
ESPON programme surely concerns the possible integration with official data. As said, 
traditionally ESPON’s studies are based on the data provided by the statistical institutions. 
The so-called hard data will continue to be the principal source of information for ESPON, 
yet this study demonstrates the interest for ESPON to integrate new forms of data especially 
coming from social media. Such data are expected to provide real-time and bottom-up 
information about territorial phenomena. For this reason, it is strongly recommended to carry 
out future research on the possible integration between soft and hard data. A potential 
direction can be to identify the different projects that traditional statistical institutions (such as 
EUROSTAT or National Statistical Institutes) are already carrying out on this topic and build 
partnerships for implementing big data of such projects in the context of the ESPON 
Platform.  
5. Improving interoperability. In order to facilitate integration between hard and soft data, it 
is worthwhile that ESPON develops some procedures for guaranteeing the interoperability 
between such data. Interoperability is still a relatively difficult condition to obtain with 
classical hard data, for example when it comes to issues crossing natural hazards and socio-
economic data. The integration of soft data is not necessary more difficult but it implies some 
specific recommendations regarding for example the choice of representative samples in 
space and time. Soft data are relatively similar to surveys (e.g. Labour Force Survey) that can 
not be used at NUT3 level - and not always at NUTS2- because the number of people 
involved in the sample is not sufficient to display relevant conclusions at smallest scales. 
6. Making aware decision makers on the advantages and backwards of the uses of big 
data. The use of big data is often blocked between two extremes. On the one hand, decision-
makers can be too optimistic and enthusiast toward this data. New dataset could be included 
in public policies without a careful evaluation of legal and ethical risks and technical issues. 
On the other hand, decision-makers can be too pessimist and reject a priori the use of these 
data. Considering such a situation, it is worthwhile that ESPON CU provides complete and 
precise information to decision-markers about big data and makes them aware of the possible 
feasible implementation of big data in public action. 
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Annex 1. ESPON studies related to urban environment 
 

Project Priority/ 
category 

Year 
(final or 

draft final 
report) 

Research areas Potential added value  
of soft data  
(cf p.8 ToR) 

ATTREG - 
Attractiveness of 
European Regions 
and Cities for 
Residents and 
Visitors 

Priority 1 2012 Attractiveness of  cities 
for residents and visitors 
regarding the quality, 
cost and availability of 
specific services and 
goods (shops, 
restaurants, hospitals…) 

Comparision/complementarity 
of attractiveness related to 
visitors and migration vs 
indicators of inter urban micro 
analysis of Twitter or vs 
ranking of cities in media 

FOCI - Future 
Orientation for 
Cities 

Priority 1 2010 Current state, trends and 
development 
perspectives for the 
largest cities and urban 
agglomerations. 

Comparision/complementarity 
of metropolitan areas 
envisaged as gateway of 
globalization vs clasificatio 
based on newspaper RSS 
flows - 
Comparison/complementarity 
of city-hinterland relationship 
vs geolocation of tweets of a 
city 

TIGER - Territorial 
Impact of 
Globalization for 
Europe and its 
Regions 

Priority 1 2012 Understanding the 
position of Europe in the 
world - Impacts of world 
level activities on EU 
territories 

Complementarity of linkage 
of cities based on the type of 
economic relations vs links 
established  by media 

SGPTD - 
Secondary Growth 
Poles and 
Territorial 
Development in 
Europe; 
Performance, 
Policies and 
Prospects 

Priority 1 2012 Urban areas outside 
largest cities envisaged 
as engine for regional 
development. 

RSS links between secondary 
growth pole and larger cities - 
place and image given to 
secondary cities in the media 

TERCO - 
European 
Territorial 
Cooperation as a 
Factor of Growth, 
Jobs and Quality of 
Life 

Priority 1 2013 Cooperation across 
borders, transnationally 
as well as 
interregionally. 

Thematic types of 
cooperations between cities 
(including twinning cities) - 
Possibility to find common 
issues between places . 

TOWN – Small 
and Medium-Sized 
Towns 

Priority 1 2014 (only 
interim report 
available). 

Methodology to identify 
small and medium-sized 
towns - Focus on 
territorial contexts 
(hinterland) for defining 
the relevant functional 
area of a small or 
medium-sized town - 
Different governance 
and cooperation 
arrangements 

Links between small and 
medium sized town and larger 
cities based on their mention 
in newspapers  

CAEE - The Case 
for Agglomeration 
Economies in 
Europe 

Priority 2 2010 Process of 
agglomeration within 
city from economic 
perspective - 

Enrich or nuance the city 
limits identified by 
understanding its image 
emerging from media 
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Manchester, Dublin, 
Lyon, Barcelona - Spill 
over effect of 
agglomeration to the 
wider region 

GROSEE - Growth 
Poles in South-East 
Europe 

Priority 2 2014 Focus on Athens, Sofia 
and Bucharest - their 
relation to the European 
core development areas, 
their competitiveness 
and the role that they can 
have in the European 
network as economic 
drivers of South-Eastern 
Europe. 

Bring nuances to the type of 
relationships between cities 
(based on infrastuctures) 
toward topics that cities may 
have in common (such as 
cultural topics) 

BEST 
METROPOLISES 
- Best 
Development 
Conditions in 
European 
Metropolises: 
Paris, Berlin and 
Warsaw 

Priority 2 2013 Comparing Paris, Berlin 
and Warsaw, in order to 
identify similarities and 
common challenges in 
relation to : living 
conditions, mobility and 
governance in the 
metropolitan context. 

Challenges/issues emerging 
from newspapers, opionion 
leaders on social networks 
through intra urban micro 
analysis 

METROBORDER 
– Cross-Border 
Polycentric 
Metropolitan 
Regions 

Priority 2 2010 Analysing cross-border 
metropolitan regions in 
Europe in relation to the 
policy aim of polycentric 
development 

Bring nuances to the type of 
relationships between cities 
(based on commuting and 
convergence of GDP) by 
topics emerging from RSS 
flows. 

POLYCE - 
Metropolisation 
and Polycentric 
Development in 
Central Europe: 
Evidence Based 
Strategic Options 

Priority 2 2012 Analysing role of 
network of metropolises 
(Vienna, Prague, 
Budapest, Bratislava and 
Ljubljana) as drivers for 
their hinterland and for 
the whole Danube 
region.  

Bring nuances to the type of 
relationships between cities  
by topics emerging from RSS 
flows - Complementing the 
links based on firm, research 
projects cooperation and on 
flows of web search measured 
by Google Insight ™ tools. 

CITYBENCH - 
ESPON CityBench 
for benchmarking 
European Urban 
Zones 

Priority 3 2014 (only 
interim available) 

Tool allowing the 
benchmark of cities 
against other similar 
cities, around issues 
such as demographic 
challenges, economic 
challenges, social 
disparities/polarisation, 
urban sprawl and 
greenhouse gas 
emissions 

Potential benchmark of cities 
based on the thematic content 
analysis (interurban analysis), 
see testing plan for details. 

MAP UPDATES - 
Telecommunication 
and IT rollout 

Priority 3 2010 Updating the 
Telecommunication and 
IT-rollout maps 

Measure of intercity links 
based on IP address 

ESPON 1.1.2 
Urban-rural 
relations in Europe 

ESPON 
2006 - 
Thematic 
project 

2006 urban-rural relationships 
: mutual exchange in 
terms of services, 
activities, infrastructures 
and access to labour 
market, green space 

Comparison/complementarity 
of city-hinterland relationship 
vs geolocation of tweets of a 
city 
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ESPON 2.3.2 
Governance of 
territorial and 
urban policies 

ESPON 
2006 - 
Policy 
impact 
projects 

2006 Focus on effectiveness 
of different systems of 
governance based on a 
comparative review of 
the instruments used, 
and stakeholders 
involved 

Evaluation of policy impact 
based on thematic content of 
opinion leaders 

ESPON 3.4.1 
Europe in the 
world 

ESPON 
2006 - 
coordinating 
cross 
thematic 
projects 

2007 Competitiveness of 
Europe in the global 
context -  Functionality 
of urban areas and 
global transport 
connections define those 
areas of the European 
territory that will play a 
particular role as 
gateways for Europe to 
the wider World. 

Position of a city in the world 
based on geolocation of 
tweets (where are the users 
speaking about a city ?) 

ESPON 1.4.1 The 
role of small and 
medium sized town 

ESPON 
2006 - 
Studies and 
Scientific 
Support 
Projects 

2006 Role of small and 
medium sized towns: 
regional development, 
maintenance of supply 
and services, 
cooperation and network 
at national or 
transnational level 

RSS links between small and 
medium sized town and larger 
cities - place and image given 
to secondary cities in the 
media 

ESPON 1.4.3 
Study on Urban 
Functions 

ESPON 
2006 - 
Studies and 
Scientific 
Support 
Projects 

2007 Delimitation of 
functional urban areas in 
Europe and go further in 
measuring their 
functional socio-
economic specialisation. 

Comparison/complementarity 
of city-hinterland relationship 
vs geolocation of tweets of a 
city 

Rem.1: Are only taken into account studies that have reached an end (final or draft final report). Exception is 
made for TOWN and CITYBENCH projects, due to their potential important contribution (specific focus on 
cities). Rem2: Priority 4 projects are not mentioned in this document as they belong to dissemination and 
capitalisation activities (see dedicated chapter). 
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Annex 2. Methodology 
 
It is important to keep in mind the exploratory nature of the current study. Our objective is not 
to produce immediately empirical evidence about the ranking, branding or networking of 
European Cities on the basis of a statistically significant collection of international RSS flows. 
The size of the sample in terms of amount of RSS flows (17 newspapers) and duration of the 
period of observation (5 months) is clearly not sufficient to achieve such an objective. What 
is expected is rather a proof of concept, i.e. a validation of the possibility to obtain such 
evidence in the future with a larger sample of newspapers that could be monitored in real 
time.  
Moreover, we propose to define a methodology that could be launched and reproduced easily 
in the future, making possible to deliver regular and fresh information to policymakers 
interested by the evolution of the brand picture of top European cities.  So, before presenting 
the analysis results, we will focus on three crucial methodological choices that will strongly 
influence the analysis output:  
1. How to select RSS flows according their statistical quality  
2. How to select RSS flow according their geographical properties 
3. How to select RSS flow according the quality of information.  
4. How to identify European cities in RSS flows. 
 
Location Code Name Website Type of RSS  
Emirates - Gulf khalej Khaleej Times http://www.khaleejtimes.com/  international 
Argentina bueair Buenos Aires Herald http://www.buenosairesherald.com  general 
Australia dteleg Daily Telegraph (AUS) http://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/  international 
Australia westau The West Australian https://au.news.yahoo.com/thewest/  international 
Barbados dainat The Daily Nation (Barbados) http://www.nationnews.com/  general 
Canada starca The Star http://www.thestar.com  international 
Canada vansun The Vancouver Sun http://www.vancouversun.com  international 
China chinad China Daily http://www.chinadaily.com.cn  international 
World- Asia wsasia The Wall Street Journal Asia http://www.wsj-asia.com/  general 
India tindia The Times of India http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com  international 
Israel haretz Haaretz  http://www.haaretz.com  international 
Malaysia starmy The Star of Malaysia http://www.thestar.com.my/  international 
New Zealand nzhera New Zealand Herald http://www.nzherald.co.nz/  international 
Saudi Arabia saudig Saudi Gazette http://www.saudigazette.com.sa/  general 
USA nytime The New York Times http://www.nytimes.com international 
World - USA nytime The Wall Street Journal USA http://online.wsj.com  international 
Southern Africa soweta The Sowetan http://www.sowetanlive.co.za/  international 
Southern Africa indeol The Independent http://www.iol.co.za/  international 

Table 1. Initial selection of 19 international RSS flows approved by ESPON CU 
 
Selection of RSS flows: combining statistical quality and geographical diversity 
Basically, the computer application realized by the project Geomedia for the collection of 
RSS flows is a giant harvest machine that collects in real time (every 20 to 30 minutes) the 
news published by a selected number of newspapers’ RSS flows. The number of news 
published each day by a given RSS flow depends on the size of the newspaper and can vary 
from 1-5 to 50-100 by day. Some variations are observed at week level, introducing more or 
less important cycles in the number of publications from Monday to Sunday.  And it can also 
happen that the number of news sent by a RSS flow is interrupted during some days for 
technical reasons or modified in relation with a changing strategy of the newspaper editorial 
board.  
The first step of the work is therefore to evaluate the regularity of the number of news sent 
by the selected RSS flows during the target period of evaluation. According to the diagnosis 
made on this regularity, the RSS flows can be selected or rejected. Throughout a computer 
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script, the time series of news amount are explored and represented by graphical 
representations such as Figure 1. As we can see, the International RSS flows of the 
Vancouver Sun delivered 100-150 news per day during a first period of time (December 2013-
March 2014) but only 40-60 per day during a second period of time (April 2014-June 2014). 
At the week level, we notice clearly the existence of a cycle with a maximum number of 
publications from Tuesday to Thursday and a minimum during the weekend (Saturday and 
Sunday). Despite a changing number in the level of publication after March 2014, the RSS 
flow of this newspaper appears to be an excellent sensor suitable for our sample. Many RSS 
flows do not offer such level of quality but they should not be necessarily rejected if we want 
to guarantee a worldwide coverage of our sample. RSS flows published by newspapers of 
countries with lower economic resources can be less important and less regular through time, 
but they remain precious if we want to benchmark changing perceptions of European Cities in 
the eyes of various continental, linguistic or cultural contexts.  
 

 

Figure 1. The number of news published by the international RSS flow  
of the Vancouver Sun between December 2013 and May 2014 

 
Geographical properties of international news collected by RSS flows 
In major newspapers, a specific section is dedicated to world news (which is associated with a 
specific RSS flow). Other RSS flows can be related to other geographical scales (“national”, 
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“regional”, “local”) or to selected topics (“sports”, “economy and business”, “people”). In this 
project, we have collected only the RSS flows published under the “International” or “World” 
topic. In the smaller newspapers, the RSS flow is not necessarily divided in sub-section and 
the only possible option is to collect the unique RSS flow published by the newspaper. All 
these methodological choices are very important and have to be clearly documented as long as 
they have a key influence on the results of the analysis. More precisely, the choice of the type 
of RSS flow (“International”, “Homepage”, “General”) has an obvious influence on the 
number of news that will quote foreign countries and foreign cities.   
In order to evaluate the proportion of international information in selected RSS flows, the 
project Geomedia has developed a specific exploratory program in R language that provides a 
“quick and dirty” evaluation18 of countries mentioned in the news and derives a world map of 
frequency of news about world countries during the period of observation. The result is 
sufficient to provide an overview of the geographical coverage of the news included in each 
RSS flows.    
 

Buenos Aeres Herald (Argentina) Haaretz(Israel) 

Wall Street Journal (USA) Wall Street Journal of Asia 
Figure 2. Geographical distribution of countries mentioned in international RSS flows  

of selected newspapers between 23 Dec. 2013 and 2 June 2014 
 

The examples presented in Figure 2 show obvious differences in the geographical coverage of 
international news according to the location of newspapers.  The Buenos Aeres Herald’s 
international news focus for example clearly much more on USA compared to the 
international RSS flows of the Israeli newspapers Haaretz, more focused on Ukraine and 
Russia.  In a similar way, the different regional editions of a global media like the Wall Street 
Journal will propose different visions of the World: the American edition will typically insist 
more on events related to Europe and Middle-East, where the Asian edition will focus on 
Eastern Pacific area (especially China, Japan or India). 
Considering all that, are we supposed to select only newspapers that are geographically 
focused on Europe in our analysis of the European cities’ brand? Conversely, we will select 
also newspapers of remote countries where European cities are not often mentioned because 
the quotation in these newspapers can be considered an effective and global indicator of 
international recognition.  

                                                
18 This procedure is termed “quick and dirty” because it is based only on the recognition of the name of the 
country (“France”, “Germany”, …) and the names of their inhabitants (“French”, “German”, …) in the title and 
summary of news. 
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Selection and content quality check of RSS flows 
For this test phase, we initially selected 19 RSS flows of daily newspapers located outside 
Europe (see Interim Report). The main criterion used in the initial selection was to have a 
large geographical coverage with newspapers located in all continents or sub-continents 
(Northern America, Central America, Southern America, Africa, Middle-East, Southern Asia, 
Eastern Asia and Oceania). In the case of Australia and Canada, we selected two different 
newspapers in order to compare their visions of the World. In the case of a global media like 
the Wall Street Journal, we included the American and Asian versions.  
The 19 RSS flows have been collected during 24 weeks, from Monday 23 December 2013 to 
Sunday 2 June 2014 and then submitted to test in order to check the quality of information 
collected in terms of statistical stability (number of news per weeks) and geographical 
coverage (number of mentioned countries). The results of the check are presented in Table 2.  
 

Table 2. Quality check of the 18 RSS flows 
 

The quality check is meant to evaluate three groups of complementary parameters: 
 

! The number of news per week is evaluated through three statistical parameters that 
provide a reference value (Q2) and an interval of confidence (Q1-Q3). For example, 
Haretz is a newspaper with a typical level of 30 news/week but variations generally 
comprised between 14 and 76 news per week. The level of variation of the flow 
defined by (Q3-Q1)/Q2 is therefore relatively high (209%). The Star of Canada is 
characterized by a higher level of news (139/week) and less variation from one week 
to another (47%). Looking at the results, it appears clearly that the RSS flows from 
the Sowetan and the Star of Malaysia have failed to collect news during the majority 
of the weeks of the period and should be removed from the sample. 
 

! The number of characters per news is a measure of the quantity of information that 
can be used in each RSS flow in order to discover cities’ names. The size of the title 
of RSS is generally comprised between 40 and 60 characters even if some newspapers 
use shorter (e.g. The Daily Nation of Barbados) or longer (e.g. The Vancouver Sun) 
titles. As regards news summaries, we distinguish two groups. The majority of RSS 
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flows propose summaries of 120 to 350 characters, which is typically the length of a 
message that can be read on the screen of a mobile phone. Yet, some RSS flows 
include the complete news as a summary  (2000-3000 characters). In our sample, this 
is typically the case of The Daily Nation of Barbados or the Independent (IOL) of 
South Africa. The exceptional length of these summaries is not necessarily a problem 
but has to be taken into account during the interpretation of results.  
 

! The spatial coverage of RSS flows can be evaluated by a quick test of recognition of 
the countries’ names quoted in news. Even if this recognition is not perfectly precise, 
it reveals interesting variations between RSS flows in terms of number of mentioned 
countries and average distance of these countries to the location of newspapers. For 
example, the RSS flows of the Haretz include news about 80 countries that are 
located at an average distance of 4500 km from Tel Aviv. During the same period, the 
New Zealand Herald has news about 176 countries, located at an average distance of 
14000 km from Wellington. This example demonstrates clearly that the capacity of 
newspapers to deliver information about European cities is not necessarily related to 
their geographical proximity to the border of EU.  

 

   The quality check has clearly leaded to the removal of two RSS flows that were technically 
not able to collect information during the period. It has also shown the exceptional situation of 
two RSS flows in terms of quantity of information. Finally, it has revealed that the probability 
to speak of EU cities is not purely a matter of geographical distance.  
 
Identification of European Cities in the news 
As explained in the previous report the identification of cities mentioned in the title and 
summary of RSS flows is a complicated task. On the one hand, a perfect identification of 
cities is only possible by the use of a human operator reading all news, which is obviously 
impossible at reasonable cost in the case of big data. On the other hand, automatic procedures 
of recognition of cities based on dictionaries of cities’ names in different languages is more 
efficient in terms of time and cost, but introduces uncertainty and biases in the result. 
Adopting the second approach implies therefore to be very cautious in the interpretation of 
results. In the context of the testing plan, it was interesting to compare both approaches in 
order to evaluate the level of error that would be introduced by an automatic procedure of 
tagging. 
Through the automatic method, we identified 3764 news mentioning at least a European city. 
Then, by verifying manually the content of each news item, we identified several typical 
errors. Our analysis has revealed that the most frequents problems occur in two situations:  
 

1. Confusion between the name of city and a first name or family name: 
• “The US Ambassador to India, Nancy Powell, resigned late Monday evening, barely a 

week before the country goes to polls”. (China Daily) 
 

2. Confusion between a European City and non-European city with the same name: 
• “CARACAS, Venezuela - Venezuelan President Nicolas Maduro is calling on the 

National Guard to search the central city of Valencia for those responsible for a day 
of violence that left three dead”. (The Vancouver Sun International) 
 

So, after the manual check, we discovered that 294 news were erroneously detected by the 
automatic procedure. In other words, it means that 92% of the news identified by the 
automatic procedure was really related to European cities. The level of error is therefore 
reasonable (8%) but unfortunately it is not equally distributed between cities.  
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City19 Raw count Correct count Absolute error Relative error 
Nancy 49 0 49 100% 
Roma 281 242 39 14% 
Valencia 33 7 26 79% 
Sevilla 27 3 24 89% 
Santa Cruz de Tenerife 14 0 14 100% 
Venezia 18 5 13 72% 
Paris 427 415 12 3% 
Palma de Mallorca  15 5 10 67% 
Firenze 52 43 9 17% 
Madrid 134 126 8 6% 
London 707 699 8 1% 
Tours 6 0 6 100% 
Genève 372 366 6 2% 
Porto 5 0 5 100% 
Palermo 10 5 5 50% 
Amsterdam 63 58 5 8% 

Table 3. Major case of over estimation of news related to European Cities 
 

Table 3 reveals that the errors are concentrated on a limited number of cities. In small and 
medium cities like Nancy, Tours, Porto or Santa Cruz we reach a level of error of 100%. This 
is typically related to the fact that the name of the city is equivalent to another word 
frequently used. High levels of error are also observed in other small and medium cities like 
Valencia, Sevilla, Venezia, Palma de Mallorca or Palermo, generally due to the existence of 
many cities with the same name out of Europe. Nevertheless, it is important to observe that 
the rate of error is clearly smaller in major cities like Paris, Madrid, London, Genève or 
Amsterdam. The top of the hierarchy is therefore approximately correct and difficulties 
created by the automatic procedure are more important for small cities. Looking at Figure 3, 
it is clear that the automatic procedure is sufficient to describe correctly the hierarchy of the 
top 40 European cities. The corrections realized through manual check would introduce only 
minor changes in the rank of cities, if we exclude the particular case of Nancy, Valencia and 
Sevilla.  
 

 
Figure 3. Influence of errors on the hierarchy of cities by number of news 

 

                                                
19 Names of the cities are written in the main language of the city. 
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Annex 3. Top 38 European Cities based on a sample of international RSS flows 
 
In the 3470 news remaining after the manual control, 105 European cities are mentioned. In 
practical terms, we decided to use the 105 cities as reference for computation. The 
presentation of results is limited to the 38 cities that have received a minimum of 10 news and 
that have been mentioned in a minimum of 3 RSS flows. 
 

 
Top 38 European Cities based on a sample of international RSS flows 
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Annex 4. Map of the European global cities typology according to the GaWC 
 

 
 
Map of the European global cities typology according to the GaWC (source: Didelon C., Grasland C., 
Richard Y., dir. (2008). Atlas de l’Europe dans le monde. Paris: La Documenation française, coll. 
«Dynamiques du territoire, Reclus», 264 p.) 
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Annex 5. Relative international media exposure of top European cities 

 
Relative international media exposure of top European cities (December 2013-April 2014) 
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Annex 6. Cities’ media image specializations and proximities 
 

 
 

Comment: The color of the circle indicates for each city the level of specialization in the various topics. Topic 
mentioned more than usual are in green, topics mentioned as usual are in yellow and topics mentioned less than 
usual (and eventually not at all) are in red. For example, the news related to Firenze has been relatively more 
focused on “National Politics” and “Accident” during the period of observation. At the same time, the news 
related to Athina had more focused on “Terrorism”, “International crisis” and “Social”.  
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Annex 7. City’s word clouds 
 
We present three examples: Brussels, Barcelona and Bologna (Figure 4)20. The prevalence is 
here set up at the 95 percentile of the terms frequency, meaning that we work with the 5% of 
the words used more frequently. Note that the higher the number of articles referring to a city, 
the most likely is the number of words selected. 
The city of Brussels tends to be mentioned in news about international affairs, as most of the 
frequent words are related to the recent international crisis in Eastern Europe (Ukraine, 
Crimea, Russia, Putin, sanctions, etc.) or political actors and institutions (president, minister, 
government, states, European Union, officials, etc.).  
The prevalent words used in articles referring to Barcelona are linked to football (Atletico, 
Real Madrid, Lionel Messi, Neymar, Ronaldo, team, coach, league, etc.). Cities as Madrid, 
Manchester, Chelsea, or Munich are thus frequently co-cited as they are at the top of the 
European football Champions League. 
Only a few articles are associated to Bologna, which makes the analysis of the word cloud 
quite uncertain at this state of the project. Two articles are linked to an accident of stolen 
painting, another to the announcement of the death of a leading orchestra conductor by the 
mayor of Bologna and the last one relates to terrorist accident happened in the city in the ’60 
and ’70. 
Considering the experience of these examples, we can surely suggest the use of this method 
for cities where there is a sufficient amount of news.  
 

 
Figure 4. Words clouds of Brussels (left, 176 news),  

Barcelona (centre, 83 news) and Bologna (right, 4 news) 
 

                                                
20 We did not select Marseille and Edinburgh as case studies because both cities lack of media attention in our 
corpus. We thus chose Barcelona as the city corresponds to an intermediary state between Brussels and Bologna 
with regards to media attention. 
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Annex 8. Network of cities co-cited in articles 
 
 

 
Figure 5. Network of cities co-cited in articles 

 
London and Paris are the cities that are the most related to other European metropolitan areas. 
More generally, the network presents a strongly interconnected core made of major cities 
belonging to the European Pentagon (London, Bruxelles, Berlin, Paris, Madrid, Roma, 
Milano, Manchester, Barcelona and Genève). A network of European football capital cities 
seems also to be drawn at the right of the network, linking cities such as Manchester, 
Dortmund, Munich, Madrid and Barcelona. Other specific relationships can also been 
observed (in link with the economic or political news for instance), such as between Berlin, 
on the one hand, and Athens, Stuttgart and Bucharest, on the other hand. Certain links are 
related to “hot international news”, such as it is the case of Oslo and Prague that have been 
frequently co-cited because of the finding of a lost Czech amnesiac in the Norwegian city. 
Some groups of cities seem more regionally constructed, as it is the case of Dublin, Belfast 
and Birmingham. Quite surprisingly, one can see that the city of Stockholm is not related to 
any other European city in the corpus. 
The same method can be applied on a smaller corpus. In Figure 6, we have excluded all news 
related to sport. We can see that the European core is centred on Berlin, London, and 
Bruxelles, on the one hand, and Paris, Roma and Genève on the other hand, with a more 
equilibrate weight of each of these core cities. This strongly interconnected network of cities 
can be enlarged, to a lesser extent, to s’ Gravenhage, Amsterdam, Madrid, Wien, Barcelona 
and Munich. The rest of the network seems to be organized by the European geography and 
the national belongings (as for the cluster of cities made by Milan, Florence, Naples and 
Roma, or by Birmingham, Belfast and Dublin, but also between Lyon and Paris, Basel and 
Genève, etc.), or by the domination of one major city (Athens and Budapest are for instance 
linked with Berlin, which benefits from a higher number of relations in the network). 
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Figure 6. Network of cities co-cited in articles not related to sport 
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Annex 9. The variety of uses of Twitter 
 
Twitter is a tool with several different uses. On the one hand, people write tweets for 
expressing emotions, for communicating or organising their activities, for spreading their 
ideas. On the other hand, Twitter can be used as a promotional tool for diffusing events, 
products or buzz. Moreover, several websites or social network accounts (Tumblr etc.) can 
use tweets for syndicating their content. 
Another important issue to be considered is the impact of some events on the normal Twitter 
activity (Figure 7). If we consider tweets from the 2nd of June to the 29th of June 2014, some 
important peaks can be identified in time series of each city (except for Bologna). For 
example, in Brussels, the peak of the 2nd of June is due to a demonstration related to the 
abdication of Juan Carlos (#ReferéndumYA, IIIRepública, ElReyAbdica), followed by the 
peak of the 3-5 June related to the G7 summit. In Edinburgh, the peak at the beginning of 
June is related to the concert of the band “One Direction” (NiallsNotes, WWATour, 1DA..). 
Different is the case of Marseille where the peak is not related to few specific hashtags, but it 
is a result of the intensification of the general activity on Twitter because of a cultural local 
event (“fête de la musique”) that pushed several people to tweet. Such phenomenon can create 
important bias, especially for aggregated analysis across time. Yet, it is very difficult to define 
a general rule for treating it.   
 

Bologna Brussels 

  
 

Edinburgh  Marseille 

  
Figure 7. Time series of tweets mentioning the city from 2nd June to 29th June 2014 

 
As we will see in the following pages, it appears difficult to understand if a tweet really 
concerns the city (even if the city is mentioned) and even more difficult to understand which 
content of tweets is related to the image of a city. No doubt, it is impossible to develop a 
standardized and automatic method for distinguishing pertinent and non-pertinent 
information.  
Given that, Twitter can nevertheless bring information about the image of the city such as the 
interest of people for football, the popularity of a singer, the attractiveness of some special 
events, connections at international level etc. What is difficult is especially to use that kind of 
information in a spatial perspective.  
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Annex 10.  Tweets about the city 
As a first method, we propose to analyse tweets mentioning the name of the four cities in all 
European languages. Through this technique, we expect: 
(1) To study the recognition of a city at international level. 
(2) To identify the items which are acknowledged as part of the brand of a city. 

Spatial analysis - Where are located users speaking about the city?  

In a first phase, we focus on geo-tagged tweets to study where are located people speaking 
about a city. As said, we have to keep in mind that these tweets represent only a small 
percentage of the all tweets mentioning the city: between 5 % of Bologna and 2 % of 
Edinburgh. We can observe two facts:  

(1) Tweets that quote a city are more likely to be geo-tagged. They are from 2 to 5 % in 
our sample whereas the general ratio is more around 1 or 1,5 %.  

(2) The bigger sample, the lower is the percentage of geo-tagged tweets (Table 4). 
 
City Total tweets Geo-tagged tweets Ration 
Bologna 233 899 12089 5.17 % 
Brussels 739 150 20183 2.73 % 
Edinburgh 1 064 735 21583 2.03 % 
Marseille 430 824 18344 4.26 % 

Table 4. Tweets and geo-tagged tweets mentioning the four cities  
from the 21st May and the 6th July 

 
We analyse the geographical distribution of tweets mentioning a city. By comparing the city’s 
quotation density around the world to the general density of tweets, we can easily see where 
the city is over-quoted in relation to the normal Twitter activity (Figure 8). The geographical 
distribution of over-quotation could be integrated in the ESPON DataBase as an indicator 
that reflects the level of internationalisation of a city.  
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Comment: These maps show the quotation density of the cities compared to the general density of tweets. The 
value represented is the ratio between the share of tweets quoting a city within each cell and the share of all 
tweets (from the 1 percent extract) within each cell. They show the specific repartition of the tweets quoting a 
city. In Annex 11 and Annex 12, we propose other representations of the same data. Notably, tweets quoting a 
city can be divided within NUTS3 regions (Annex 11). These maps, and their underlying data, could be easily 
integrated with official / hard data from ESPON DataBase or Eurostat. Yet, we consider that representation in 
NUTS3 is less clear than maps presented in Figure 14. Another possibility is to represent the kernel smoothed 
intensity of geo-tagged tweets that quote the city (Annex 12). These maps are useful because they are not based 
on any official or custom spatial reference (NUTS or grid), so they reflect the spatial continuity of the 
phenomenon. 

Figure 8. Geographical distribution of over-quotations of the four cities 
at global and at European level 

 
The geographical distribution of tweets mentioning the four European cities is not so different 
(Figure 8). Generally, we can observe that tweets that quote a city are mostly emitted from 
the city’s country and even more from within the city and its suburban area.  
We can identify some exceptions:  

- the over-quotations of Bologna in USA due to the fact that there is a city called 
Bologna also in USA and in a similar way in Spain where there is zone called Bolonia; 

- the over-quotations of Brussels that are dispersed in several European countries. This 
is probably due to the European role of this city (in several case the term “Brussels” 
can become synonym of European Union); 
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- the over-quotations of Marseille in North Africa probably due to the geographical and 
cultural proximity with other Mediterranean cities. 

So as a conclusion, the analysis of over-quotations’ distribution can be useful as an initial 
exploratory technique for two goals: 
(1) Over-quotations’ distribution appears quite a good indicator of the international 
recognition of a city. The different international role of Brussels compared to the other cities 
clearly emerges by using this indicator.  
(2) The identification of peaks of over-quotation outside of the city’s country can help in 
detecting trivial errors of homonymy that could be verified by content analysis such as in 
the case of Bologna in our sample.  

Content analysis - Which are the topics associated to the city?  

In a second phase, we consider all tweets mentioning a city (not only the geo-tagged) in order 
to identify topics addressed by Twitter users in relation to the city. This technique is meant to 
identify the items of the brand of the city that are recognised all around the world. 
Considering the big amount of tweets for each city (Table 4), only automatic techniques of 
analysis are feasible. Yet, it is important to underline that in content analysis of tweets, even 
when we are using an automatic technique, qualitative interpretative work is equally 
necessary. The style usually employed for writing tweets is not comparable to newspapers’ 
RSS flows. Often users employ abbreviations and special expressions that can be not so 
immediate for the researcher.  
We start by considering the most frequent hashtags21 for each city (Annex 13). In order to 
evaluate the representativeness of hashtags, it is very important to consider how many 
distinct users mention them.  In this project, we establish that when the ration between the 
number of tweets mentioning the hashtag and the number of distinct users sending tweets is 
higher than 10, we can exclude the hashtag because it can be considered as a form of 
advertisement and it doesn’t reflect a shared discussion. 
Once excluded non-representative hashtags, results are quite generic. If we take the first 20 
hashtags in each city, we find several hashtags generated by special events and only some 
general tags related to the city. There are some common topics such as job and travel that 
emerge in every city, then for Bologna and Marseille, football clearly emerges as the main 
topic related to the city, for Brussels, the link with Europe is surely the main characteristics 
that we can identify. Conversely, for Edinburgh, there is no information except for the One 
Direction concert and the referendum in Scotland (#indyref) that can be detected with an 
aggregated analysis of one-month tweets.  
In order to avoid this problem of peaks, we try to analyse hashtags by week (Annex 14). 
Indeed, this technique is very useful for identifying easily hashtags related to specific events 
through time. For example in the case of Bologna, we can detect the impact of the audition of 
the XFactor and the IT fair SMAU the first week, a convention of a political party the second 
week, the projection of the Lego Movie film the third week and the gay pride last week. Yet, 
this technique doesn’t help us in our mission of finding items of the image of the city. There 
are very few contents that are constantly mentioned over the four weeks. We find again job, 
travel, football, Europe… They are still really generic.  
As a conclusion, we can say that the analysis of the most frequent hashtags can be a very 
efficient technique to identify public events happening in the city (by week), yet this 

                                                
21 Hashtag analysis is supposed to be more effective than simple word analysis for identifying the topic of a 
tweet. Indeed, tweets users employ hashtags for connecting their tweets to a general discussion. 
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technique can detect only very general characteristics of a city such as the importance of 
sport. Hence, in the following paragraphs, we test two different techniques, the one more 
qualitative and the other more quantitative, in order to obtain more interesting results and to 
identify more precise topics related to the city. 

City’s word clouds 

In order to perform a thematic analysis of the corpus, one possible technique consists in 
carrying out an automatic textual analysis on a small sample.22 So, similarly to RSS flows, we 
can generate a word cloud for each city based on word frequency of geo-tagged tweets 
(Figure 9). In this way, we would be able to evaluate which are the hot topics related to the 
metropolitan areas under study.  
 

  

  
Comment: The tweets selected are those where the user language is English, French, Spanish, Dutch, Italian or 
German. The name of the city itself has been excluded from the analysis. The 150 most used words are 
represented. 

Figure 9. Word clouds form all geo-tagged tweets quoting a city 

                                                
22 A preliminary remark is necessary. When we work on small samples, such as the geo-tagged tweets, it is 
important to verify their dispersion, that is to say if the tweets are written by sufficient number of different users 
(Annex 15). 
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These results are more encouraging than hashtag analysis. Even if geo-tagged tweets are a 
very small part of our corpus, these tweets seem really related to space questions and 
consequently they could be a profitable material for our study. For Brussels, the spatial 
dimension has clearly an important role: airport, station, gare, place… For Edinburgh, the 
concert of the One Direction disappears and several new topics emerge also related to space: 
caste, city going, airport… What is interesting in the Marseille’s word cloud is the 
connections with other (far and close) places: Cassis, MUCEM, the region Provence, but also 
Paris, Paca etc. For Bologna, the situation is a little different because cultural words clearly 
prevail on other types of words. 
Finally, thanks to the facts that these tweets represent a discourse precisely located in the 
space, we can try to study the potential link between the spatial repartition of the tweets 
and their content. So, we generate different word clouds for the first three countries (Annex 
3) where geo-tagged tweets are located (see Figure 10). 
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Figure 10. Word clouds of tweets quoting a specific city within a specific country 

(the three biggest emitters) 
 
These word clouds once again present some interpretation issues related to homonymy. 
For example, the link between Bologna and sandwich in American tweets is surely not related 
to the city but rather to the bologna sausage.23 In a similar way, the link between Brussels and 
sprouts is related to the vegetable brussels sprouts and not to the city. Conversely, when there 
is no case of homonymy, some interesting insight may be found. This is the case of the strong 
presence of cultural terms in the word cloud of Bologna in Italy or the prominence of “job” 
related terms in the word cloud of Edinburg in USA. This technique allows also detecting the 
impact of some events that take place in the city on its image somewhere else. Like for 
example in Marseille with the words from the USA where we see the impact of the TV show 
“the bachelorette” that stopped in Marseille in June. This is also the case of the French image 
of Brussels that is strongly affected by the murder that took place in the Jewish museum of 
Brussels at the end of June. 

Hashtags analysis 

Another possible way to carry out a thematic analysis consists in analysing the list of hashtags 
through a qualitative content analysis. In this case, we can consider all tweets mentioning a 
city (not only geo-tagged). As a first step, non-pertinent (for homonymy) and non-
representative (ratio tweets/user) hashtags have to be excluded. Then, hashtags mentioned a 
sufficient number of times (in this project 50 times over the period of observation) can be 
classified in different categories composing the brand of a city. We propose to use 14 
categories: crime, culture, economics, politics (national/local), international politics, social 
affairs, transport, urban planning and life, sport, tourism, food, fun, weather and places (other 
places mentioned in the same tweet with the city). This analysis can be partially automatised 
by building a dictionary that connects hashtags to categories.  
The advantage of this technique is that it can provide a more detailed view of the city’s topics 
that draw people attention on Twitter. Then, through a treemap, it is possible to easily 
visualise which hashtags are more used inside each category (see Figure 18). This tool can 
be very useful for decision makers that can have a general point of view on topics related 
to the city and that can quickly identify hot topics that affect the image of the city at 
national and international level. If we consider the example of our four case studies, we can 
note that this technique can produce some interesting insight. Considering the time and length 
constrains of this report, in next paragraphs, we will focus on two cities, Bologna and 
Marseille. 
 

                                                
23 Bologna sandwich is a sandwich common in the United States. 
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BOLOGNA 
 
We have a total of 299 hashtags used at least 50 times in 92797 tweets. We exclude 32 
hashtags because non-representative and 26 because non-pertinent.24 Figure 11 shows the 
distribution of hashtags related to Bologna by category and Figure 12 shows the distribution 
of tweets by hashtag and hashtags’ category through a treemap. 

 
Figure 11. Distribution of hashtag in tweets mentioning Bologna between the 2nd and the 29th June 2014 

 
Through this method, we can clearly confirm that culture and sport are the main topics related 
to Bologna. As regards “culture”, most frequent hashtags are related to national and 
international events happening in the city (such as the audition of the musical TV program XF 
and the release of the Lego Movie). Yet, there are numerous local events (festival, concerts, 
cinema and art event..) that are frequently mentioned. As regards “sport”, football is a key 
topic, yet we can also see the effect of the World Cup.  
If we focus on aspects related to spatial analysis and urban planning, several insights that 
could be useful to decision makers can be listed:  

- Few places inside the city are mentioned: particular places and streets 
(#piazzamaggiore), cultural venues (#cassero), commercial spaces (#interporto), 
monuments and historic building (#sanluca). It is really interesting that the Portici 
(arcades), which are considered as one of the main symbols of Bologna, do not appear 
in the list of hashtags. 

- Some urban questions emerge. For example, #Nopianocasa hashtag is related to a 
national social movement for the right of habitation against violent evictions. 

- Items of the economic sector mentioned at international level. The SMAU, IT fair, is 
mentioned in several tweets. Then, we find the role of the university through several 
hashtags. Also the fashion sector is cited (in particular the local retailer yoox) and the 
motor sector with the hashtag #ducati. 

- Very few content related to international politics. We find only some tweets related to 
a public mobilisation against the Europan meeting of the 11 July 2014 
(#civediamolundici). 

- People communicate about different types of transport, especially highways (#a1, 
#a14) and trains (#trenitalia), but also bicycles (#bici), flights (#aereo) and bus. What 
is interesting is the hashtag #viabilibo that allows to monitor the impact of road works. 

                                                
24 We also excluded name of the city and the city’s country. 
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Figure 12. Treemap of hashtags in tweets mentioning Bologna between the 2nd and the 29th June 2014 
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- The hashtag #mybologna is used on Twitter to indicate what people like of Bologna. 
This hashtag can be a very precious source of information about the perception of the 
city. 139 different users have used it 266 times over the four weeks. Co-hashtag 
analysis25 is a useful quick technique to see the context of use of a hashtag (see Figure 
13).  

- Co-citation with other places: in numerous tweets (13.182), Bologna is cited with 
other places, notably cities such as Roma, Florence and Milan and several others. Yet, 
only Italian places are mentioned (Figure 14).  

 
Figure 13. Co-hashtag analysis of the hashtag #mybologna in tweets mentioning Bologna (2-29 June 2014). 

Size of nodes is proportional to word frequency 
 

 
Comment: we can identify three main types of spatial relations of Bologna: related to football (down), with cities 

                                                
25 the analysis of network of co-citation of hashtags in the same tweet. 
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in the same Regions for different types of reason (economics, tourism, culture), notably with Rimini (top); with 
the main Italian cities for political reason or for rail connection (right).  
 

Figure 14. Co-hashtag analysis of the hashtag of places (in red) in tweets mentioning Bologna (2-29 June 
2014). Size of nodes is proportional to word frequency.  Only hashtags that appears at least 30 times in the 

corpus are included in the graph 
 
MARSEILLE 
 
We have a total of 441 hashtags used at least 50 times in 124785 tweets. We excluded 53 
hashtags because non-representative and 23 because non-pertinent.26 Figure 15 shows the 
distribution of hashtags related to Marseille by category and Figure 22 shows the distribution 
of tweets by hashtag and hashtags’ category through a treemap (an interactive version of the 
same map is available at www.martasevero.com/espon). 

 
Figure 15. Distribution of hashtag in tweets mentioning Marseille between the 2nd and the 29th June 2014 

 
Through this method, we can clearly confirm that football is the main topics related to 
Marseille. Football is a multiscalar topics. Most frequent hashtags are related to the city level 
with the local football team “olympique de Marseille”: #om #teamom #olympique #bielsa 
(the coach) #valbuena (a player). Football could also be discussed at national level with the 
championship #ligue1, the other team #psg or the possible movement of players between 
teams for the next season #mercato #mercatom. And of course, during the time of the study 
football is related to the global level with the world cup event happening in Brazil: #worldcup 
#cm2014 with specific attention to the national team #france but also the Algerian team 
#algerie #algerus because the north African immigrants in Marseille are numerous. So, 
differently of Bologna, sport emerges undoubtedly as the main item related to the city, yet 
discussion is strongly related to the selected time period. Football mercato and world cup are 
occasional events. So for future analysis, it very important con consider longer periods in 
order to identify the normal impact of sport on the Twitter discussion related to Marseille. 
The second important topic is related to the “fun” tweets with a lot of mention of TV shows 
(like real TV show, for example #leschtisvslesmarseillais a TV show with people from 
Marseille or the American TV show “bachelorette” that stopped in Marseille #bachelorette) 
that can illustrate Twitter as a media linking other medias. The content could also be more 
personal with #photography or #selfie. 
 

                                                
26 We also excluded name of the city and the city’s country. 
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Figure 16. Treemap of hashtags in tweets mentioning Marseille between the 2nd and the 29th June 2014 

Even if fun and sport are clearly the main topics in tweets related to Marseille, we can exclude 
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these two topics in order to we on the other categories more related to the city (Figure 17). 
 

 
Figure 17. Treemap of hashtags in tweets mentioning Marseille excluding tweet talking about sport and 

fun between the 2nd and the 29th June 2014 
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In this way, several other topics emerge especially in connection with numerous local events 
(festival, concerts, cinema and art events) that are frequently mentioned for example: 

- Economic events: the 2014 e-commerce conference which took place in Marseille 
(#shake14) 

- Artistic events: #quaidurire a bar-theater venue of numerous events; music concert 
#voicetour, #fetedelamusique… 

- Political events: with the national conference of the Union CFDT #congrescfdt 
- Social events with the social movement event as the artist strike #intermittents 

If we focus on aspects related to spatial analysis and urban planning, several insights that 
could be useful to decision makers can be listed:  

- An important topic is related to tourism: #travel #travelmarseille or leisure activities 
#sun #soleil # summer #weekend and notably hashtags related to the sea and beaches. 
This could be a possible to topic that may be analysed in more detailed through textual 
analysis or co-hashtag analysis.  

- Few places inside the city are mentioned: urban place #vieuxport, cultural institution 
#mucem, natural places #plage #calanques #beach, a new mall that just opened 
#terrassesduport #lesterrassesduport and also #velodrome the stadium for a specific 
reason 

- Many places are mentioned, like the capital Paris and a lot of cities from the south 
#nîmes #nice 

- Some urban questions emerge. For example, #velodrome #monvelodrome 
#velodrome2014 hashtags are related to a local debate for the management of the 
football stadium. There are 1.453 tweets from 1.217 distinct users that mention 
“velodrome” or “vélodrome”. This can be a good corpus for decision makers that want 
to have a direct view on public debate on this hot topic. If we consider co-hashtag 
analysis (Figure 18) and most retweeted tweets27 (see Annex 16), some insight of this 
discussion clearly emerge. First of all, the symbolic value of the new stadium. The 
most retweeted tweet diffuses a photo (Figure 19) of Marseille from the sky (“RT 
@TeamOM_Officiel: Un aperçu sublime de Marseille et le Vélodrome vu du ciel ! 
#Velodrome2014 #TeamOM http://t.co/ZESUXIBZJ1”) and clearly underlines the 
connection between the new stadium and the brand of the city. Conversely, other 
tweets concern the controversy about the expensive rent rate of the stadium for the 
Olympique Marseille.  

 
Figure 18. Co-hashtag analysis in tweets mentioning Marseille and the stade velodrome (2-29 June 2014). 

Size of nodes is proportional to word frequency 

                                                
27 Analysis of most frequently retweeted content can be a good method to identify main content in Twitter 
exchanges. 
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Figure 19. Most retweeted photo in tweets mentioning Marseille and the stade vélodrome 

 
- Very few content related to local politics: the mayor #gaudin, the debate about the 

implementation of the education reform at the local level #rythmesscolaires 
#metropole, the debate about the territorial organisation reform #reformeterritoriale 
with some specific allusions of the metropolis level #metropole. Anyway, a focus on 
the discussion on #metropole and #reformeterritoriale (with 608 tweets sent by 475 
users) can give some interesting results: see co-hashtag network (Figure 20) and most 
frequently retweeted messages (Annex 17). 

 

 
 

Figure 20. Co-hashtag analysis in tweets mentioning Marseille and “metropole” or “reformeterritoriale” 
(2-29 June 2014). Size of nodes is proportional to word frequency 
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Annex 11. Geographical distribution of tweets mentioning a city 
 

  

  

  

  
 
Five countries where are located more geo-tagged tweets mentioning a city: 
 
Bologna Brussels Edinburgh  Marseille 
Italy  8384 
USA  1821 
Brazil  202 
Spain  141 
Holy See 109 

Belgium  13129 
France  1126 
USA  1066 
United Kingdom 862 
Spain  496 

United Kingdom 18410 
USA  1062 
Spain  104 
Australia 74 
Italy  69 

France 6366 
United Kingdom 200 
USA 136 
Colombia 135 
Spain 99 
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Annex 12. Geographical distribution of over-quotations of cities in Twitter (NUTS 3 
Regions) 
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Annex 13. Geographical distribution of density of tweets and over-quotations of 
cities at European level (Kernel smoothed intensity) 
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Annex 14. Most frequent hashtags in tweets mentioning a city (2-29 June)  
 

BOLOGNA              BRUSSELS 
hashtag nr of tweets  distinct users  ratio  hashtag nr of tweets  distinct users  ratio 

bologna 31720 10056 3  brussels 19010 10671 2 

bolonia 2702 2493 1  bruxelles 12285 6903 2 

news 2553 150 17  belgium 5438 2751 2 

tarifa 2351 2261 1  bruselas 3190 2084 2 

andalucía 2244 2177 1  g7 3039 2271 1 

campogibraltar 2231 2162 1  job 2951 312 9 

cádiz 2116 2074 1  jobs 2791 344 8 

italy 1256 817 2  eu 2621 1927 1 

xf8 976 554 2  catalanswanttovote 2314 1704 1 

lavoro 779 134 6  ukraine 2049 1580 1 

meteo 752 71 11  inclusive 1567 1563 1 

thelegomovie 743 741 1  innovative 1554 1550 1 

ss16 740 14 53  news 1508 385 4 

smau 726 337 2  bel 1262 1181 1 

eritrea 575 133 4  europe 1186 813 1 

italia 562 393 1  belgique 1178 553 2 

bolognafc 560 82 7  referendumya 1086 930 1 

roma 553 253 2  it 1065 49 22 

calciomercato 528 123 4  afp 1058 877 1 

seriea 493 155 3  travel 952 577 2 

 

EDINBURGH 
  

MARSEILLE 

edinburgh 82200 28735 3  marseille 33756 13049 3 

new 19955 5364 4  om 4242 2575 2 

wwa 11339 11141 1  marseillelife 3676 3 1225 

wwatour 9600 8368 1  teamom 3663 2327 2 

job 9294 374 25  france 3507 1179 3 

jobs 8713 552 16  alg 1735 1612 1 

scotland 8626 3991 2  cdm2014 1529 1285 1 

niallsnotes 7870 1752 4  olympique 1498 1145 1 

1da 7005 1938 4  worldcup 1397 1339 1 

hq 6126 2435 3  algrus 1373 1102 1 

nn 4494 1842 2  football 1104 878 1 

indyref 3394 1557 2  algerie 947 841 1 

ns 2764 1443 2  paris 945 617 2 

gumball3000 2516 1161 2  shake14 910 383 2 

onedirection 2116 888 2  lfc 807 769 1 

glasgow 2047 822 2  travel 796 548 1 

niallspotato 1867 567 3  mufc 728 712 1 

london 1774 814 2  marsella 676 448 2 

travel 1578 605 3  fcb 665 653 1 

notasstyles 1538 458 3  mercato 648 536 1 
Red = possible errors; grey = non-pertinent; white = generic; green= events; yellow; = city related; blue = places. 
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Annex 15. Most frequent hashtags in all tweets mentioning a city by week (2-29 
June 2014) 
 
Bologna 

2-8 June 9-15 June 16-22 June 23-29 June 

Freq Hashtag Freq Hashtag Freq Hashtag Freq Hashtag 

7940 Bologna 8614 Bologna 7541 Bologna 7625 Bologna 

657 XF8 1589 Bolonia 737 TheLEGOMovie 638 news 

598 news 1440 Cadiz 732 Bolonia 302 Pride 

563 SMAU 1424 tarifa 696 Cádiz 295 Tarifa 

339 TheJamBO 1414 Andalucía 683 news 283 Italy 

337 rockinidro 1407 CampoGibraltar 607 Tarifa 272 Andalucía 

284 italy 634 news 574 Andalucía 254 CampoGibraltar 

282 hotel 438 oraomaipiù 570 CampoGibraltar 210 lavoro 

201 R2B 419 RENAfestival 433 Italy 203 Bolonia 

178 bolonia 315 yoox 310 Firenze 195 SS16 

169 Meteo 302 ricostruiamocdx 224 lavoro 180 renzistaisereno 

168 Rimini 273 XF8 206 SS16 174 Eritrea 

167 bolognafc 263 Italy 181 Meteo 170 ustica 

165 lavoro 233 Meteo 180 Italia 170 Meteo 

164 musica 225 temporale 178 vendobiglietto 163 BolognaPride 

162 oraomaipiù 187 Roma 161 SerieA 149 LeyGC 

161 treno 182 SS16 160 calciomercato 116 Calciomercato 

157 SS16 180 lavoro 152 Zeman 114 Italia 

157 biglietto 177 Brasil2014 149 YouAintBlackIf 113 FoodPorn 

154 vacanze 170 Mondiali2014 147 BlackSabbath 112 treno 
 
Brussels 

2-8 June 9-15 June 16-22 June 23-29 June 

Freq Hashtag Freq Hashtag Freq Hashtag Freq Hashtag 

5799 Brussels 3571 Brussels 4140 brussels 5500 Brussels 

5021 Bruxelles 2183 Bruxelles 2212 Bruxelles 2869 Bruxelles 

2983 G7 996 belgium 1198 belgium 1771 belgium 

2189 catalanswanttovote 677 job 790 BEL 1211 eu 

1542 inclusive 657 bruselas 744 bruselas 848 Ukraine 

1532 innovative 639 Jobs 676 Job 783 job 

1475 belgium 380 UKIP 659 jobs 745 jobs 

1205 Bruselas 316 EU 367 Brüssel 614 EUCO 

878 ReferéndumYA 308 brüssel 347 EU 584 Bruselas 

842 G7Brussels 283 travel 310 AhoraPedro 535 HotelSelfie 

841 Ukraine 270 IT 310 Belgique 534 March4Freedom 

815 job 236 M5S 291 belalg 515 PeoplesArmy 

783 news 235 Ukraine 262 I 471 Brussel 
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748 Jobs 204 belgianproblemsnight 240 IT 462 AFP 

747 EU 199 news 220 architecture 461 BEL 

685 IIIRepública 198 streetart 214 Models 439 ALG 

541 uk 196 belgica 214 Europe 395 news 

530 paris 174 Europe 211 BecauseOfSchool 348 belgique 

530 Russia 170 ep2014 208 me 327 Renzi 

477 europe 169 Iraq 203 Design 321 salvini 
 
Edinburgh  

2-8 June 9-15 June 16-22 June 23-29 June 

Freq Hashtag Freq Hashtag Freq Hashtag Freq Hashtag 

27954 Edinburgh 17074 edinburgh 19286 Edinburgh 17886 EDINBURGH 

19626 new 2089 Job 2847 Job 2834 Job 

11293 wwa 2047 jobs 2529 jobs 2615 Jobs 

9267 WWATour 1963 scotland 1817 scotland 1976 Scotland 

7842 NiallsNotes 856 Glasgow 1072 indyref 1003 IndyRef 

6970 1DA 713 indyref 510 travel 660 MaryamRajavi 

6094 HQ 634 London 488 
WWATourFranceF
ollowSpree 493 glasgow 

4458 NN 524 HappyBirthdayHRH 445 Psikologi 402 HopeOverFear 

2870 Scotland 446 gumball3000 407 summer 354 RT 

2721 NS 438 BatonRelay 385 edfringe 334 london 

1973 gumball3000 412 travel 364 glasgow 321 QueeninNI 

1923 onedirection 402 DuncanWhitehead 314 london 308 news 

1764 NiallsPotato 400 UK 289 dog 302 thisisedinburgh 

1536 NotasStyles 390 WorldGinDay 285 ELDERLY 296 Dundee 

1524 Job 335 edinhour 285 HelpFindMinnie 294 SpecScot 

1522 jobs 271 Birmingham 256 UK 284 uk 

1508 1DNews 271 manchester 246 
5sosDontStopFollo
wMe 275 travel 

1331 PHOTO 271 Newcastle 232 leith 263 voteyes 

1222 H1DBTR 263 Liverpool 219 BAMcdsigning 241 Yes 

1158 NiallSpanish 253 ScottishVines 209 arthursseat 224 Lochlomond 

 
Marseille 

2-8 June 9-15 June 16-22 June 23-29 June 

Freq Hashtag Freq Hashtag Freq Hashtag Freq Hashtag 

7781 Marseille 7358 Marseille 8959 Marseille 9658 Marseille 

890 marseillelife 943 marseillelife 1218 France 2154 OM 

869 OM 670 france 903 marseillelife 1997 teamOM 

675 France 596 Olympique 719 TeamOM 1373 ALGRUS 

565 QuaiDuRire 535 OM 684 OM 1366 ALG 

525 TeamOM 422 TeamOM 553 CORALG 1316 worldcup 
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369 Olympique 299 BDM 480 CDM2014 973 CDM2014 

342 congresCFDT 266 Football 456 Travel 944 france 

287 nufc 226 jvousaimes 428 ALGBEL 940 marseillelife 

218 paris 200 Paris 367 travelmarseille 924 algerie 

174 TuAsEteFierDeParis
Quand 175 plage 360 ALG 643 fcb 

166 MonVelodrome 161 TheVoiceTour 345 photography 642 MUFC 

165 velodrome2014 154 summer 333 soshfreestylecup 636 LFC 

160 LCVSLM 150 Marsella 307 BELALG 580 FOOTBALL 

158 etl 146 13008_Marseille 304 TheBachelorette 508 mad 

157 waterpolo 136 SHAKE14 300 ALGCOR 508 bar 

153 sortie 123 FRAHON 259 ESPCHI 475 shake14 

136 affaireapollonia 122 job 239 intermittents 471 nimes 

134 Love 122 Maximilien 191 partyfunlive 466 Marsiglia 

131 mucem 118 art 178 AFC 464 mercato 
 
Hashtags used for at least 3 weeks are coloured. Hashtags coloured in grey are errors (sent by few users, 
homonymy..). 
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Annex 16. Most frequently retweeted messages mentioning Marseille and 
“vélodrome” from the 2nd to the 29th June 2014 
 

frequency retweet 

415 RT @TeamOM_Officiel: Un aperçu sublime de Marseille et le Vélodrome vu du ciel ! 
#Velodrome2014 #TeamOM http://t.co/ZESUXIBZJ1 

165 RT @TeamOM_Officiel: Vue panoramique du Vélodrome et de Marseille en toile de fond 
#MonVélodrome #TeamOM #Vélodrome2014 via @frenesistyle h… 

95 RT @OM_Officiel: Un stade dans la ville le Vélodrome est le nouveau Chœur de Marseille. 
#TeamOM #MonVelodrome http://t.co/bd7YscH7N9 http… 

36 RT @infostadesfr: Les travaux du stade Vélodrome de Marseille se terminent. (photo : mydrone) 
http://t.co/RikeZwQqSS 

32 RT @FFR_officiel: #XVFrance Le XV de France débutera la Tournée de Novembre le 8 Nov au 
Stade Vélodrome de Marseille face aux Fidji! http:/… 

30 RT @MercaGol: Ya se acabaron las obras en el Vélodrome. Ha quedado precioso el estadio del O. 
Marseille. #Ligue1 http://t.co/wMMYT5T3zU 

24 RT @Paquitthibaut: Le nouveau #vélodrome de #Marseille est splendide. #OM 
http://t.co/LNZ8k3CCnn 

20 RT @Le_Scan_Sport: Bras de fer entre l'OM et Marseille sur le loyer du Vélodrome. 
http://t.co/BaCPVeoyvJ http://t.co/W7izb2uNsB 

19 RT @TeamOM_Officiel: La Provence nous apprend que la ville de Marseille réclame un loyer de 
300000 euros par match joué au Vélodrome en 201… 

18 [Vídeo] Así fue la remodelación del estadio Vélodrome del equipo Marsella para recibir la Eurocopa 
Francia 2016: http://t.co/rZ9BrxTlmG 

11 RT @NicolasBraizat: Ça donne le vertige !!! @TeamOM_Officiel #stadevélodrome #Marseille #OM 
http://t.co/GSFDTm9Fmf 

10 RT @DawgzFr: Le stade Vélodrome va couter 380 952€ par match à l’ @OM_Officiel 
http://t.co/wWalmkcdna via @DawgzFr #OM #Marseille http://t.… 

8 RT @DavidReyrat: Officiel FFR : France-Fidji le 8 novembre 2014 se tiendra au stade Vélodrome à 
Marseille #XVdeFrance 

8 RT @Jay_Tordjman: Dans @laprovence la Ville de #Marseille a lancé un ultimatum à l'#OM au sujet 
du loyer du #Vélodrome : 300 000€ par matc… 

8 RT @FrasesFtbol: Mosaico en el Vélodrome de Marsella http://t.co/yFoCKJvreE 

7 RT @MarseilleUK: Fantastic arial view of Marseille and Velodrome (from @TeamOM_Officiel) 
http://t.co/3ueDVUT32o 

7 RT @Antena2RCN: [Vídeo] Así fue la remodelación del estadio Vélodrome del equipo Marsella para 
recibir la Eurocopa Francia 2016: http://t.c… 

6 RT @ChtTomas: #Vélodrome #Marseille #OM #Vertigineux 

6 RT @laprovence: #Marseille: l'ultimatum de la Ville à l'#OM pour régler le loyer du Vél' 
http://t.co/0yM7zg7M8G #Vélodrome #Politique http:… 

6 RT @drewstylex: Vous vous rappelez quand les boys devaient venir au stade vélodrome a Marseille 
on chialez tous c'était un reve 

5 RT @laprovence: Une clinique va s'installer au stade #Vélodrome de Marseille 
http://t.co/nvcuIY1fWk #santé #Marseille 

5 RT @elipht94: A Marseille au stade vélodrome #comores #team269 http://t.co/46MSrme8TC 
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Annex 17. Most frequently retweeted messages mentioning Marseille and 
“metropole” or “reformeterritoriale” from the 2nd to the 29th June 2014 
 
frequency retweet 

16 RT @FranceEnGuerre: Avec la #reformeterritoriale il serait possible de redonner #Marseille à 
l'#Algerie ? 

11 RT @olivierdussopt: Ca avance. Bravo @mlebranchu! Les maires d’Aix-Marseille métropole 
s’assoient à la table de Marylise Lebranchu http://… 

7 Métropole Aix-Marseille : Lebranchu fait quelques concessions: La ministre de la décentralisation a 
proposé aux élus locaux de prépar... 

6 RT @Eco_Circulaire: Conference ""Quel rôle pour les métropoles dans la transition vers l'économie 
circulaire ?"" Aujourd'hui à Marseille htt… 

6 RT @docteurmasque: #reformeterritoriale : il serait logique de jumeler #Marseille avec Damas 

4 RT @lemondefr: Métropole Aix-Marseille : Lebranchu fait quelques concessions 
http://t.co/X7JXq4AkTn 

4 RT @jvinzent: 8 minutes avec @mlebranchu sur la métropole Aix-Marseille-Provence 
http://t.co/CKCRQEhcsE http://t.co/BGsLQNWyyE 

4 RT @Gometmedia: #Métropoles et économie circulaire c'est le sujet des débats qui commencent ce 
matin à la @CCI_MP #Aix #Marseille http://t… 

4 RT @mlebranchu: #QAG: Oui j'irai sur le territoire de la #Métropole Aix-Marseille-Provence du 13 
au 16 pour marquer une nouvelle étape de… 

4 RT @Agam_marseille: Comprendre la #Métropole Aix Marseille Pce @Agam_marseille sort son 
atlas comprenant près de 50 cartes commentées http:… 

4 RT @rajmedias: Eon et Avis Vérifiés en une du numéro 3. Et 12 pages d'infos écos sur Marseille et sa 
métropole. Infos abos en DM http://t.c… 

4 RT @levymozzi2014: #I2m est née . Merci a vous tous pour votre confiance #marseille 
#metropole@LVichnievsky @JeanmarcMAINI @NADINEMASSON @c… 

4 RT @fm_lambert: Intervention devant membres #CCI #Marseille Provence pour #Metropole et 
#EconomieCirculaire Avançons ensemble ! http://t.co… 

3 RT @Gometmedia: [Vu sur le net] ""L'avenir de l'Europe dépendra de la santé de ses #métropoles"" 
Go Aix-Marseille-Provence. http://t.co/7t8jU… 

3 RT @Lagazettefr: Les maires d'Aix-Marseille métropole s'assoient à la table de Marylise Lebranchu 
http://t.co/b27V9jEki4 

3 RT @laprovence: #MPM lance la ""chasse au gaspi"" pour économiser 35 millions #Marseille 
Provence Métropole http://t.co/MgsgBZwvFo 

3 RT @C_desmaires: Métropole Aix-Marseille-Provence : élus locaux et gouvernement renouent 
le dialogue http://t.co/Q4JtBrAwC3 #ColTerr 

3 RT @patron_pme: #reformeterritoriale et sinon Marseille fusionne avec le maghreb ?? 

3 RT @levymozzi2014: Rendez-vous ce soir à 19h30 pour le lancement de I2M ""Innovons pour 
Marseille Métropole"" Venez nombreux! http://t.co/yxB… 

3 RT @LaProvenceAix: La métropole Aix-Marseille Provence a son site web http://t.co/YaJaZuqvyb 

3 RT @Gometmedia: Un tour de France du télétravail et pas d'étape dans la #métropole Aix-Marseille? 
http://t.co/TrNKpYqqPH On en parle bientô… 

3 RT @GrataloupLucas: DLR13 réitère son soutien aux 111 Maires contre la Métropole Aix-Marseille 
fin des décisions locales @DLR_Officiel 

2 RT @jfeyraud: Tiens tiens... un nouveau média consacré à la métropole Aix-Marseille-Provence. 
http://t.co/CfwlcPxUzU 

2 RT @laprovence: #MPM planche sur la future #métropole #Aix-#Marseille http://t.co/Ip2VZWkrOA 
#Teissier #Politique 

2 RT @LCMtele: VIDEO : http://t.co/NIYB5eyEZ1 La future métropole Aix Marseille comptera 93 
communes à partir du 1er janvier 2016. 
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2 RT @mlebranchu: D'Annonay direction la Métropole Aix-Marseille-Provence. Des @PetitesVilles 
aux #Métropoles tous engagés #RéformeTerritor… 

2 RT @PierreOrsatelli: #Aix #Marseille @mlebranchu rappelle sa position en faveur de la fusion 
#métropole #cg13 http://t.co/ffOuvNFnsr Oui ! … 

2 Lambert (EELV) : ""Il faut que la métropole fusionne avec le département dès 2016""... #nouvelle 
#marseille http://t.co/cSgrasiaJU 

2 RT @lemonde_pol: Métropole Aix-Marseille : Lebranchu fait quelques concessions 
http://t.co/PCdtDFl199 

2 RT @LCMtele: VIDÉO - Métropole Aix-Marseille : les opposants de retour à la table de 
@mlebranchu http://t.co/czVOMHeiUw http://t.co/2wswK1M… 

2 RT @PATTY69FN: @FranceEnGuerre 30 min Avec la #reformeterritoriale il serait possible de 
redonner #Marseille à l'#Algerie ? 

2 RT @marsactu: Lebranchu : les maires pourront présenter des amendements à la loi sur la métropole 
Aix-Marseille Provence 

2 RT @VALLINIAndre: Réforme territoriale:après le débat avec C.Estrosi pdt de Nice métropole hier 
soir départ pour Marseille rencontrer M.Va… 

2 RT @Marseillerevue2: Lambert (EELV) : ""Il faut que la métropole fusionne avec le département dès 
2016"" | @marsactu http://t.co/S5W5DfyrQU #… 

2 RT @SophieCamard: J'y participe RT ""@JeanmarcMAINI: Devenons acteur de notre projet pour 
Marseille et sa Métropole! Venez le 26 juin http:/… 
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Annex 18. Dispersion on geo-tagged tweets mentioning the four cities (21 May – 6 
July 2014) 
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Annex 19.  Tweets inside the city 
Through the first method, we have two main findings: (1) geo-tagged tweets seem to contain 
more space-related and city-related content; (2) the majority of geo-tagged tweets are located 
inside and around the city. Given that, as a second method, we propose to focus exclusively 
on tweets geo-tagged from the four cities.28 Doing this, we expect to overpass some of the 
main issues of the previous analysis: (1) the errors due to homonymy (see the case of 
Bologna and Brussels); (2) to reduce the noise related to occasional events and find more 
spatial-related content. Moreover, by analysing discourses of users located in city, we will 
give insights of Twitter communication at local level. 

Spatial analysis - Where are located in the city the users tweeting?  

The sample is constituted by 105.188 tweets from 7.357 users for Bologna; 146 040 tweets 
from 8 941 users for Brussels; 193 547 tweets from 11 713 users for Edinburgh; 288453 
tweets from 25730 users for Marseille. So, once again, it is necessary to underline that this is 
just a very small part of the global Twitter activity. 
As a first step, we can analyse the distribution of tweets in the city in order to see if there are 
some places where people tweet more than other. The comparison with the population density 
helps us to identify urban places where Twitter activity is concentrated (Figure 21)29. 
Globally, we observe that the distribution of tweets is similar to the distribution of population 
inside all four cities, yet some places where Twitter activity is particularly intensive can be 
identified.  
 

 
 

 

                                                
28 City areas have been selected according NUTS3 coordinates. 
29 Other representations of tweets distribution are proposed in Annex 11. 
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Figure 21. Geographical distribution of tweets inside the city and of tweet per capita 
 
In general, we can see that tweets are spread out all around the city quite proportionally to the 
population density. Yet, in every city there are same places that emerge. For example, in 
Marseille tweets are distributed in every part of the city, yet we can locate notably the old 
port, the stadium and the train station. At the borough level, we see a concentration (200-280 
tweets per 1000 inh) in the 2nd borough were we can find a lot of touristic and cultural 
attractions as the new museum MUCEM, a new mall or the city hall. We can note that these 
sectors, like the 16th (North), concentrate a lot of young people.  
In Bologna the situation is quite different. Tweets are concentrated especially in the 
downtown, in the area around the main square, Piazza Maggiore and along the main route that 
connects the city from North to South (via ugo Bassi – via Rizzoli). Moreover, we can 
identify some places where there is a strong Twitter activity, such as the airport, the fair, the 
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hospitals and the stadium. Also university buildings clearly appear as tweeting places.   

Content analysis - which are the topics associated to the city? 

As a second step, we try to identify main topics that are debated inside the city. Also with this 
corpus, most frequent hashtags are not useful to catch the diversity of the discussion (see the 
list of most frequent hashtags for the four cities in the Annex 15). So, considering the good 
results of the first corpus, we use the same two techniques, word clouds and quantitative 
analysis of hashtag, on the corpus of geo-tagged tweets inside the city. We focus again on two 
cities: Bologna and Marseille.  

Qualitative analysis of hashtags  

BOLOGNA 
 
We have a total of 282 hashtags used at least 20 times30 in 19194 tweets. We excluded 69 
hashtags because non-representative.31  
The results of this analysis are very unexpected. Even if tweets are geo-tagged they often 
don’t speak about space and even less about cities. In our corpus, 44% of tweets including 
hashtags talk about sport and notably about the world cup. The coincidence with this big 
event makes it very difficult to know if it is an accidental effect or it is usual that geo-tagged 
tweets don’t speak of the city. Nevertheless, we can note that 25% of tweets are tagged as 
“fun”: they are used principally to share emotions, photos or organise fun activities (parties, 
hang-out etc.). So, these tweets are surely related to space yet the communication often is just 
expressive and phatic. Conversely, tweets related to urban questions are very few and tweets 
related to transport and international politics are completely absent.  Figure 22 shows the 
repartition of tweets by category. Based on this case study, we can make the hypothesis that 
geo-tagged tweets are not so useful for studying the city. Even if located in the city, they 
generally are very few (not representative of the general discussion) and don’t concern urban 
life, but rather private life. The only possible exploitation that we see concerns tweets that 
mention photos. As an example, we verify the content of tweets including the following 
hashtags: #picoftheday, #photooftheday, #photo, #igers, #instamood, #igersbologna and 
#Instagood (the last four are related to the photo sharing application Instagram). In this way, 
we can build a corpus of 518 tweets including images of the city that can give us insight of 
the perception of some places. Figure 21 that represents the word cloud generated by these 
tweets can provide an overview of the type of content of these messages. 

 
Figure 21. Word clouds of words included in tweets mentioning photos in tweets geo-tagged Bologna 

between the 2nd and the 29th June 2014. General words are excluded. Max 150 words shown 

                                                
30 Considering that tweets geo-tagged in the city are less than tweets mentioning the city we take a lower level of 
hashtag frequency in order to have a comparable amount of hashtags. 
31 We also excluded name of the city and the city’s country. 
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Figure 22. Treemap of hashtags in tweets geo-tagged Bologna between the 2nd and the 29th June 2014 
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MARSEILLE 
 
We have a total of 455 hashtags used at least 20 times32 in 43234 tweets. We excluded 118 
hashtags because non-representative and 9 because non-pertinent. Figure 31 shows the 
repartition of tweets by category. 
As mentioned before, football is the main topic discussion because it is very important in the 
social local life and because it is a very specific moment with the world cup #cdm2014 and 
football market. The “fun” tweets are also very numerous with the uses of the popular 
hashtags to express a feeling #np #nw #love or a specific action on twitter #rt #lrt. The tweets 
related to TV shows are also important #lesanges. 
As noted for Bologna, contents related to spatial analysis and urban planning are very 
few. Several insights emerged in the fist corpus are confirmed by this second one: several 
places especially of the closest areas are mentioned with Marseille; few places inside the city 
are mentioned: urban place #vieuxport, cultural institution #mucem, natural places #plage 
#calanques #beach. Yet, this second example confirms the hypothesis that geo-tagged 
tweets are not so useful for studying the city.  

City’s word clouds 

As for tweets mentioning the city, we generate word clouds based on tweets geo-tagged inside 
the city. This technique shows similar results to the previous one. Indeed, Figure 23 clearly 
shows that the geo-tagged discussion on Twitter inside the city is quite general and not related 
to the space and the city. For Bologna, culture emerges as the main topic, yet it is difficult to 
find other interesting information. For the other cities, words are really general and no 
interesting information can be found. This result confirm us on the idea that if geographical 
distribution of geo-tagged tweets can provide insight of the use of Twitter inside the city, 
content analysis of geo-tagged tweets is not so interesting for studying the city.  
 

  
Tweets geo-tagged in Bologna by Italian –speakers Tweets geo-tagged in Brussels by French-speakers 

  
Tweets geo-tagged in Edinburg by English-speakers Tweets geo-tagged in Marseille by French-speakers 

Figure 23. Word clouds of tweets geo-tagged in the city sent by users that declare on Twitter the language 
mainly spoken in the city (2 - 29 June). Minimum word frequency is 100 

                                                
32 Considering that tweets geo-tagged in the city are less than tweets mentioning the city we take a lower level of 
hashtag frequency in order to have a comparable amount of hashtags. 
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Figure 24. Treemap of hashtags in tweets geo-tagged Bologna between the 2nd and the 29th June 2014 
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Annex 20. Geographical distribution of tweets geo-tagged in the city 
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Annex 21. Most frequent hashtag in tweets geo-tagged in the four cities 
 
Bologna 
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Brussels 
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Edinburgh 
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Marseille 
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Annex 22. List of influencers for the four cities 
 
Bologna: 2torri, andreacolombo84, assessoremonti, BfcOfficialPage, BolognaDRY, 

BolognaFood, bolognain, bolognainside, BolognaTwit, Bologna_Life, Carlino_Bologna, 
catlatorre, cittadelcapo, corrierebologna, DL_corriere, enzoraisi, EsnBologna, 
Fangareggi, FedericaSalsi, francescoerrani, HoboBologna, igersBologna, 
LabComBologna, lucarizzonervo, LuciaBorgonzoni, ManesBernardini, Marcolisei, 
MarcoPondrelli1, MassimoBugani, matteolepore, maxanima, MDA_Bologna, 
MicheledAlena, michelefacci, panzallaria, ProvBologna, PSMBologna, raffaeledonini, 
simonalembi, SimoneSabattini, TimeoutBologna, Twiperbole, umarells, UrbanCenterBo, 
valecastaldini, venturiTW, vincenzo_brana, virginiomerola, Zaktweet 

 
Brussels: archiurbain, artandbuild, AtriumBrussels, BGrouwels, BOZARbrussels, bxlblog, 

cdHbruxellois, CityDevBrussels, CONNECTbelgium, demotterudy, eelkeh, 
EHuytebroeck, fadilalaanan, GRACQ, groenbrussel, impulse_bxl, JacquesMercier, 
LaCapitale_be, LeefmilieuBru, lesoir, MRBruxelles, NVA_Brussel, ProVelo_be, 
psbruxellois, rbc_bhg, rudivervoort, SPFMobTransport, StadBrussel, TeleBXLActu, 
TELEBXLofficiel, timverheyden, tvbrussel, VilleBruxelles, VilleDurableBe, 
WBArchitectures, wcoppens, YvanMayeur, YvesRouyet 

 
Edinburgh: CentreforCities, CyclingEdin, edibreakingnews, EdinburghGreens, 

edinburghpark, EdinburghTrams, EdinburghWH, EdinChamber, EdinReporter, 
edinspotlight, EssentialEdin, greenspacetrust, IHURER, informededin, InnovationCircl, 
InvestEdinburgh, LSScotForum, MRBruxelles, nbaxter_rias, nickwright1, NikolaMiller, 
on_lothianbuses, planitpres, planningaidscot, planningedin, RICSScotland, 
RTPIScotland, ScotGovPlanning, ScotlandsTowns, scottishcities, seaniefallon, SESplan, 
TAYplan, TheBEFS, thedol174, ThePlanner_RTPI, tomnorrisDGM, urbaneprofessor, 
urbanrealm. 

 
Marseille: Agam_marseille, brunogilles13, CCI_MP, chauvinjl, cmadrolle, C_Masse13, 

DocksMarseille, Dominique_TIAN, Friche_BDM, guyteissier, henrijibrayel, jcgaudin, 
jeanviard, jnguerini, jvinzent, KarimZeribi, Lagachon, laprovence, le_cg13, 
LibeMarseille, MACarlotti, marsactu, MarseilleBlog, Marseillecentre, marseilleforum, 
MarseillelHebdo, marseille_mp, MartineVassal, MASSEFLO13013, MatGrapeloup, 
MP2013, mpsport2017, MuCEM_Officiel, nmaisetti, OM_Officiel, ParcdesCalanque, 
patrickmennucci, PhilippePujol, RenaudMuselier, samiaghali2014, sebbarles, 
Stephane_Ravier, valerieboyer13, Vauzelle, villa_mediterra, villemarseille, Winners1987 
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Annex 23. City’s influencers on Twitter 
 
Until now, we tested two methods. As a first method, we analysed tweets mentioning the 
name of the four cities in all European languages. This technique was useful to have an 
indicator of the recognition of a city at international level and to have a general point of view 
on topics related to the city. As a second method, we analysed tweets geo-tagged in the city. 
This method should help us to study more precisely the discussion related to the city, yet 
actually this corpus proved to be very general. People inside the city rarely speak about the 
city, yet more often they have only an emotional communication. 
In order to overpass this issue and to find more precise insight concerning the urban life, we 
propose a third method. By identifying about 40 influencers on Twitter for each city (for 
example city council, chamber of commerce, big local enterprises, local political leaders, 
local ONG leaders, blog stars…) and by analysing their tweets, we expect to observe in real-
time the themes related to the city and the metropolitan area.  This analysis will provide a 
representation of the public debate in the digital sphere, especially with a focus on the 
metropolitan issues that are emerging. 
The fact of selecting a specific sample of senders is meant to avoid the noise related to sport 
and fun that we found in the previous corpora. As influencers, we privilege public people and 
institutions rather than media (see Annex 13). For this test, considering the short time, 
influencers of each city have been chosen by an expert in urban planning that have lived in 
the city. If this experiment is successful, in a project at larger scale, influencers have to be 
chosen by a panel of decision makers and experts working in the city.  
Considering that this sample of users is smaller than the two previous ones, it was possible to 
collect tweets on a longer period of one year from the 1 July 2013 to the 30 June 2014.  
For Bologna the corpus consists of 60.173 tweets sent by 44 influencers, for Brussels 32.592 
tweets by 39 influencers, for Edinburgh 53.182 tweets by 42 influencers, for Marseille 46.208 
tweets by 50 influencers. These tweets are not equally distributed along the period. By 
considering the time series of tweets in the four cities (Figure 25), two phenomena may be 
observed: (1) tweets are distributed according a weekly cycle: influencers usually tweet less 
the weekend. Moreover, in all cities there are some less active periods during August 2013 
and Christmas holidays. This fact can be considered a good indicator of the link between the 
professional life of the influencer and the communication conveyed on Twitter. (2) Along the 
year, tweets are increasing.  

Bologna Brussels 

  
 

Edinburgh  Marseille 

  
Figure 25. Time series of tweets sent by influencers in the four cities  

between the 1st July 2013 and the 30th June 2014 
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Content analysis 

We study this corpus principally through content analysis. Once again, quantitative 
techniques are preferable considering the amount of data to study. In order to be effective 
and useful for decision makers, we propose a methodology organised in four phases: 

1) General overview of the corpus. As a first step, it is possible to have a global idea of 
the contents of the discussions through the analysis of 50 most frequent hashtags.  

2) Diachronic overview of the corpus. Then, visualising the most frequent hashtags per 
month through a stream graph will allow observing the evolution of the discussion. 
Decision makers can easily identify themes that occupy public debate and follow their 
development along time. 

3) Focus on specific themes. Once identified an interesting theme, decision makers can 
obtain a summary of the discussion through three techniques:  

a. Most retweeted messages is an quick technique to know the most popular 
contents that occupy the discussion;  

b. Co-hashtag analysis allows visualising how the theme is connected to others; 
c. Word-frequency analysis (and the visualisation through word clouds) allows 

identifying the main elements that are mentioned in the debate concerning the 
selected theme. 

4) Qualitative analysis of tweets. As a final step, decision markers may need to immerge 
themselves in the Twitter flow in order to have a complete view of the debate. 

In next paragraphs, we propose some examples of this analysis workflow. Once again, we 
will focus on two cities, Bologna and Marseille. 
 
BOLOGNA 
 
Even at a first look, the content of this corpus appears really different from the previous ones. 
By considering the most frequent hashtags along the year of observation (Annex 21), Sport 
remains a very important topic (first hashtags are #bolognafc the football team and #granarolo 
#virtus, the basket team), yet “fun” is practically inexistent. “Unibo”, the hashtag of the 
university of Bologna, is very used and then there are several keywords related politics 
(#ilgiornodopononsuccedemaiuncazzo related to political scandals, the main political parties 
#pd #ms5 and few mentions for the right party #pdl) and social life, notably social movements 
(#19o for the strike of 19 October 2013, #occupymensa for the student strike, #sollevazione 
and #assedio generally related to social demonstrations).  
If we analyse the discussion along the time, it is very various. Stream graph visualisation 
(Figure 26) provides a diachronic view of most frequent hashtags per month. The hashtags 
that are constantly present are very few: #Unibo for the university, #openconsiglio_bo related 
to the city council activity, #bambini (children) and #scuola (school), political parties and the 
prime minister #renzi and finally #viabilità (mobility). Then, contents change across the time. 
In first months, keywords related to social movements and strikes are more frequent: 
#omophobia (homophobia) in August and September 2013; #socialstrike, #sollevazione, 
#assedio and #occupymensa in October and November. Then, in 2014, discussion is 
principally political until the peak of May 2014 with the European elections.  
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Figure 26. Stream graph of top hashtags per month  

in tweets of Bologna’s influencers (July 2013 – June 2014). Sport hashtags and “#Bologna” are excluded 
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If we focus on aspects related to spatial analysis and urban planning, several insights that 
could be useful to decision makers can be listed:  

- Discussion about the city brand. In last months, Bologna council organised an 
important international competition for changing the brand of the city. Twitter has 
been a good terrain for the promotion of this project (in our corpus 140 tweets sent by 
22 users mention “brand”). As an example, we use co-hashtag network analysis to 
have an overview of the discussion about brand. Through this graph (Figure 27), we 
can easily identify the principal themes related to the competition such as food, art, 
tourism and social. 

 
Figure 27. Co-hashtag analysis in tweets of Bologna’s influencers mentioning “brand” 

 
- Discussion about the city politics. Several hashtags are related to city politics, notably 

# openconsiglio_bo and #iperbole. 
- Discussion about energy. Energy is also a key topic especially through the hashtag 

#PAES (Patto dei Sindaci - Piani d'azione per l'energia sostenibile, Covenant of 
Mayors - Action plans for sustainable energy) that is present along all the period. 
Bioarchitecture and energy-sustainable housing are a lot discussed. 

- Discussion about transports. It is interesting to know that main topics are bicycles 
(#bici, #ciclabile) and buses (#bus). 

- Discussion about school. As said #scuola (school) and #bambini (children) are 
constantly present in the Twitter communication, yet these hashtags are mentioned in 
very varied contexts, from crimes to political declarations to the diffusion of event. 

- Discussion about enterprises of the metropolitan area. Several industries are 
mentioned, #coop and #coopservice, but also the boycott actions against Granarolo 
and the social demonstrations at Ikea. 

- Discussion about the environment. Several hashtags are related to the environment, 
notably #bolognasostenibile, but also #ambiente (environment), #alberi (#trees), 
#waterbologna… 
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- Discussion about the smart city. The impact of digital technologies on the urban life 
also appears: #BolognaSmartCity, #Smartcity, #agendadigitale, 
#bolognaagendadigitale 

- Discussion about San Luca, a church on the hills of Bologna. The crowdfunding 
campaign for the arcade of San Luca is diffused in several tweets such as “Cosa 
rappresenta il Portico di #SanLuca per #Bologna?Potete raccontarlo compilando un 
questionario online @Twiperbole http://t.co/mZw6GUqK5z” or  “#SanLuca: parte la 
raccolta fondi per il portico http://t.co/v7S4iY4cGC 10 Ottobre il primo evento 
#Bologna #sostieniilportico @twiperbole”. San Luca can be considered as one of the 
main symbols of the city. 

- Discussion about change. Several hashtags related to change are used: #cambiamento, 
#cambiamotutto, #cambiareverso, #cambiaverso. 

- Discussion about crisis. Hashtags like #crisi (crisis) and #austerity are often used. We 
have 362 tweets sent by 30 users that mention them. Through word frequency analysis 
of this corpus, we can identify the main content related to the crisis. The discussion is 
generally violent with words like “sollevazione”, “assedio”  and “ipocrisia” related to 
social demonstrations. It is also interesting the strong connection with Christmas. 
Finally, we can also identify a positive attitude through some words: 
“ribaltiamolausterity”, “anticrisi”, “opportunita”, “autoriduzione”. 

 
Also European questions are touched by influencers’ discussion. Most of mentions are related 
to the European elections (#EP2014, #Europee), yet there are also other mentions of Europe 
(#Europa) in other contexts such as a conference on the value of the arcade of Bologna in an 
European context and then some social movements such as #Civediamolundici. We can also 
note the strong attention for the visit of Alexis Tsipras. (RT @tsipras_eu: @LidiaSenra ""we 
are going to build the Europe of workers bread and dignity"" #AGEenEuropa 
#ELChangeEurope http://t.co/NqZXx…). What is interesting is that most retweeted message 
of this corpus doesn’t concern European elections but the possible effect of Renzi election on 
the European policy “RT @matteorenzi: Un risultato storico. Commosso e determinato 
adesso al lavoro per un'Italia che cambi l'Europa. Grazie #unoxuno. @pdnetwor…”.  
In the corpus, there are 1919 tweets sent by 36 users that mention “euro*”. We generate a co-
hashtag network and a word cloud from this sample (Figure 28 and Figure 29). The first 
graph is very useful to identify different items of the duscussion: les parties, le link to the 
crisis and social demostration, the Italian policy of Renzi (80euro) and also the presence of 
several tweets related to sport. Conversely, the word cloud helps us to underline the different 
weight of these items. After excluding contents related to sport, we see that political campaign 
“cominciatu” clearly emerges as the main content.  
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Figure 28. Co-hashtag analysis in tweets of Bologna’s influencers mentioning “euro” and “ep2014” 

 
Figure 29. Word cloud of tweets of Bologna’s influencers mentioning “euro” and “ep2014” excluding 
tweets containing “euroleague” et “eurochallenge”. In the reprentation the following words have been 

excluded: Bologna, Emilia, Euro*, EP 
 
Given all that, Bologna’s influencer’s discussion is clearly centred on the life of the city. By 
building a good sample, decision makers can be updated about the key questions related 
to their work. Through Twitter data, they can have a multiple viewpoint on their present and 
future actions and on the needs of citizens and they can follow them in real-time. 
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MARSEILLE 
 
Marseille’s influencers’ communication presents several common points with Bologna. 

 
Figure 30. Stream graph of top hashtags per month in tweets of Marseille’s influencers  

(July 2013 – June 2014). Sport hashtags and “#Marseille” are excluded
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By considering most frequent hashtags (Annex 22), hashtags related to the “fun” category are 
less used than in the previous samples. The importance of football is still remarkable (with the 

inevitable support to the local team #om #teamom) but a lot less than in the general data. 
What characterises Marseille discussion is the impact of the municipal elections. First 
hashtags are #mennucci2014 and #municipales2014. We observe a polarisation in the 
discussion between the left and the right parts. On the one hand, the mayor #gaudin, his team 
#jcgaudin2014 or #gaudin2014, his party #ump, the slogan of the campaign 
#marseilleenavant. On the other hand, we see the importance of the socialist candidates at the 
municipal primaries #menucci the final winner, the other finalist for the 2nd tour of the 
primary #ghali #samiaghali2014 but also the other candidates #christophemasse #masse2014, 
#carlotti. After the primaries, the importance of the designed candidate is clear #menucci, 
with his team #menucci2014, the parties of the coalition #ps, #eelv, some specific campaign 
activities as #menuccitour or the campaign slogan #nouveaucap.  
Indeed, if we consider the time distribution of the hashtags, three peaks may be identified 
related to some specific events of the Marseille’s political life in 2014: the first in October 
2013 with the distribution with the socialist party for the municipal primaries #primairesps 
#primaires #primairescitoyennes; the second with the municipal elections in March 
#municipales2014 #municipales; and the third with the European elections in May 
#europeennes2014.  
If we focus on aspects related to spatial analysis and urban planning, several insights that 
could be useful to decision makers can be listed:  

- Discussion about the city with hashtags like #métropole, #urbanisme and # mpm 
(Marseille Provence Métropole). During the period of observation, 896 tweets 
including one of these hashtags have been sent by 37 users. Through the word cloud of 
this sample (Figure 31), there are interesting elements that can be noted, for example 
the importance of the term “propreté” (cleanliness). If we focus only on this term, we 
find that 173 tweets mention it because cleanliness is central in the political campaigns 
of several candidates at the municipal elections. 

 
Figure 31. Word cloud of tweets of Marseille’s influencers mentioning “métropole” or “urbanisme” or 

“mpm”. In the representation the following words have been excluded: Marseille, Aix, métropole, 
urbanisme, mpm. 

 

Through co-hashtag network analysis (Figure 32), we can analyse in more details the 
different components of the discussion. We can observe that we have several negative words 
such as clientelism, shame, laxity, antisocial behaviour and incompetence (clientelisme, 
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honte, laxisme, incivisme, incompétence). Moreover, transport, environment, and security 
appear as the main themes. 

 
Figure 32. Co-hashtag analysis of tweets of Marseille’s influencers mentioning “métropole” or 

“urbanisme” or “mpm” 
 

- Discussion about Marseille European Capital of Sport in 2017. There are 426 tweets 
sent by 11 related to the campaign for sustaining Marseille’s candidature ( “Ensemble 
pour une nouvelle année capitale ! #MPSPORT2017 http://t.co/oZWHICsuuV”) 

- Discussion about education with more general hashtags like #education and #ecole 
and more specific as # rythmesscolaires. 

- Discussion about transports with hashtags #transport, #transports, #traffic, #tramway, 
metro and other more specific such as the names of highways. 

- Discussion about the new stadium vélodrome already presented above. 
- Discussion about Marseille-Provence 2013, European city of culture with #mp2013. 
- Discussion about the economic situation with hashtags such as change (#changement), 

but also unemployment (#chômage), economics (#comonie), job (#emploi).  
- Discussion about environment even if more reduced than in Bologna, notably about 

#pollution. 
- Mention of several places inside the city such as #vieuxport, #docksmarseille, 

#mucem, #belledemai, #friche, #LesTerrassesduPort, #PavillonM, #13Habitat and 
#calanques. 
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- Discussion related to the Mediterranean area with hashtags such as #méditerranée and 
#euromed or #euroméditerranée. 

- Discussion about social issues such as housing (#logement), #handicap, solidarity 
(#solidarité) and health (#santé). 

- Discussion about security. Not only we find #securité (security) but also a long list of 
related words such as drugs, cannabis, robbery etc.  

 

Finally, as in Bologna, European questions are touched by Marseille’s influencers’ discussion. 
We have 1.713 tweets that include “euro” and “ep2014”. Almost all influencers (49) speak 
from time to time about European questions. Even if European elections are surely the main 
object of discussion, there are three other important items that affect the debate about Europe 
in Marseille: the fact that the city was European capital of culture in 2013; the fact that the 
city is also candidate for being European capital of sport in 2017; and finally its role of bridge 
between Europe and the Mediterranean area.  

 
Figure 33 . Co-hashtag analysis of tweets of Marseille’s influencers mentioning “euro” or “ep2014”
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Annex 24. First 50 hashtags mentioned by Bologna’s influencers from the 1st July 
2013 and the 30th June 2014 
 
hashtag nr of tweets with 

hashtag distinct users for hashtag 

bologna 7965 39 
notizie 1457 4 
bolognafc 709 10 
granarolo 605 5 
virtus 571 5 
unibo 548 12 
ilgiornodopononsuccedemaiuncazzo 413 3 
m5s 406 17 
modena 376 13 
reggioemilia 354 10 
19o 321 4 
logistica 314 2 
pd 271 21 
nba 271 6 
sollevazione 257 2 
parma 228 10 
mybologna 208 8 
basket 206 8 
assedio 205 2 
viabilibo 204 6 
dibattito 198 2 
iperbole 197 10 
roma 196 9 
nocoop 175 2 
ep2014 174 15 
renzi 166 18 
panebianco 162 2 
openconsiglio_bo 157 2 
reggio 157 3 
coopservice 147 3 
omofobia 135 9 
italy 124 9 
nbafinals 123 5 
sciopero 122 4 
agendadigitalebo 122 7 
ff 119 14 
foto 115 6 
università 114 8 
milano 105 13 
igersbologna 105 3 
meteo 102 5 
grillo 99 10 
notav 98 5 
occupymensa 98 4 
collettivoscrittorisottopeso 97 2 
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buongiorno 93 10 
fortitudo 93 3 
rfl2013 92 2 
sapevatelo 91 14 
lavoro 90 16 
 
Hashtags in italic are related to sport. 
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Annex 25. First 50 hashtags mentioned by Marseille’s influencers from the 1st July 
2013 and the 30th June 2014 
 
hashtag nr of tweets with 

hashtag distinct users for hashtag 

marseille 6696 46 
mennucci2014 1640 12 
municipales2014 421 28 
om 394 21 
mpsport2017 382 5 
teamom 328 11 
primairesps 299 17 
jcgaudin2014 294 10 
marseille2014 272 20 
ps 272 21 
municipales 263 23 
ump 249 18 
hollande 213 12 
primaires 212 19 
gaudin 207 26 
aix 197 19 
mucem 195 15 
mpm 192 20 
livemarsactu 184 6 
marseilleenavant 180 7 
sncm 179 14 
valls 170 12 
politique 169 13 
culturemarseille 162 5 
fn 161 22 
faitdivers 159 2 
primairescitoyennes 157 9 
mun13000 151 19 
chatmarsactu 146 5 
directan 141 11 
europeennes2014 141 13 
mp2013 139 25 
avignon 138 8 
bielsa 136 4 
cg13 134 12 
provence 131 15 
débatsudest 130 3 
eelv 130 9 
culture 128 24 
france 127 18 
rct 127 6 
museumweek 127 3 
ff 125 24 
economie 122 6 
omogcn 121 3 
métropole 118 16 
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marseilleaucoeur 118 2 
expo 117 11 
afp 115 14 
qag 115 6 
 
 


